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Post-exam party to be
held on Laurier campus
KATHERINE HARDING
Cord News
Ezra III? Not if George Raptis, Vice
President of Student Activities, can
help it.
Since last summer, Raptis and a
committee in conjunction with WLU
administration, Waterloo Regional
Police, and Waterloo City Council,
have been discussing solutions to
the end-of-exams off-campus student celebration.
The result of these discussions is
that WLUSU is planning to facilitate
a Laurier-student-only, "all access
pass" party on-campus at the end of
April. The party will be held in the
Turret, Wilfs and the quad, and will
be highlighted by cheap drink prices
and a band.
"Students like an end of the year
celebration, but this one will be in a
controlled environment," Raptis
stated.
The price of the pass will be minimal because the WLUSU and the
Administration are contributing
money to finance the celebration.
"I'm looking forward to the
party," Raptis said, adding, "it is
naive to think no one will go". He is
hopeful the party will become an
annual event at Laurier.
The WLUSU proposal for an on-

campus celebration is being
received positively, yet with trepidation by all parties involved. Julie
MacDonald, a second year honours
political science major, commented,
"It is a reasonable solution
and
hopefully things won't get out of
hand."
However, Joe Douthwright, a
third-year honours bio-geography
major and Ezra St. resident, said he
is still planning to have a "house
party to celebrate the end of
exams."
"WLU students and staff have
put together a comprehensive plan
to provide an on-campus venue for
festivities,"
the
stated
Superintendent Paul Jardin, from
the Waterloo Regional Police.
However, he went on to warn that
even though the police are "optimistic the students will respond
favourably to an on-campus venue,
if for any reason police presence is
required, we will respond immediately and take appropriate actions."
"I'm pleased the Students' Union
have been leaders [in planning
alternatives to Ezra]," said Lorna
Marsden, President of WLU.
"The Administration has been
happy to see that Laurier students
are taking a proactive stance,"
...

Raptis agreed.
The Administration, however,
has recently faced allegations that it
manipulated the exam schedule in
order to get first year students in
residence off the campus before the
end of exams.
The allegations began when several first year students complained
to the Registrar's office that their
exam schedules were unfairly constrained to the first weeks of the
exam schedule. The most vocal student, Peter Near, a first year Physics
and Computing student, started a
petition to change the exam schedule, which gave them five exams in
five days. Near described the schedule as "hellious" and "unfair." (The
Registrar's office eventually moved
two ofthe exams to a later date.)
Marsden denied the allegation,
stating, "There was no plan to ever
send first year students home."
Marlene Ibrahim, from the
Registrar's Office, concurred with
Marsden, and added that the
schedule is "computer generated,
and has been done that way for
years."
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With any luck, this street sign
will no longer be a reminder of
year-end chaos.

PICTURE:

Luanda house hosts archaeological dig
WENDY MILLIKEN
Cord News
Lucinda house held an open house
last Tuesday to show the results of
archeological and archival work
accomplished by WLU students and
faculty. The Archaeology department is holding a dig on the site to
discover what they can learn about
early residents of the house.
Students were on hand to show
off their work and answer questions. Most of them were very positive about the work they had done.
"The dig's a great learning experience, and a great introduction to
archeology," commented Danny
Webb, an Archaeology student at
Laurier.
"The dig is really good because
it allows us to try archeological
excavations, and see how we like
it," explained Jen Page. "It gives us
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Some of the uncovered items on
display at Lucinda house

a chance to practice at the techniques, which is good, as work at a
dig is required for a degree."
The students also felt the open
house was a valuable experience.
Kris Miller said, "it's a great way to
let everyone else see what we are

doing."
"It gives people the opportunity
to see how we [the archeology
department] actually do work,"
Page commented.
Lucinda house is located on
Albert Street across from the
Seminary. The house was originally
built in 1838 for the first medical

doctor of the hamlet of Waterloo,
Dr. Joseph Good. It was designated
as a home of historic and architectural significance in 1985 and was
acquired by the university in 1994.
The interior and exterior of the
house have been restored.
Outside archeological investigations have begun to discover more

about the first occupants of the
house. A refuse deposit has been
discovered, turning up artifacts of
locally made crockery, imported
tableware, smoking pipes and
American coins from the 1830s to
1860s.
The department is continuing
research to determine exactly when
each section of the house was built,
and to determine the pottery manufacturer of the locally made redware through fingerprint matching.
It is hoped that more may be
learned about Waterloo's beginnings through these investigations.
The lab work at the Lucinda
house is an important feature of
Laurier's archeology program. As
Page explains, "Laurier's program
is really good, it offers hands on
experience in the first year. Not
many schools in Ontario offer [an
archeology program] and
seems to be one of the best."
...
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Laurier budget still in the works:
dealing with a 17.4% cut
ROBIN WHITTAKER
Cord News
Laurier's Senate Finance committee
is in the process of approving a new
budget.
The "planning assumptions" for
the budget, which were agreed to at
a Senate Finance meeting last
January, include a 15% tuition
increase and a full-time enrollment
increase of 3%.
Ancillary Services fees, which
include Laurier's athletic fee and
health fee, will be increased, as recommended by Laurier's Protocol
Committee. Also, for the first time,
profits from Ancillary Services will
be transferred to the University's
Operating Fund.
The budget still has a few steps
to go before it is finalized, however.
The latest operating budget proposal was recently examined by
Laurier's Vice President of Finance
and Administration, Andrew Berczi,
along with the Senate Finance
Committee, composed of stair, faculty, and two student representatives.
After the Senate Finance

Committee passes the proposal, the
Resource Utilization Committee of
the Board of Governors, responsible
for anything implicated with Laurier
as an institution, must approve it.
From there, the Board of

are in a new
era. Ontario

doesn't have
the cash."
Governors will hold a meeting, open
to the public, to discuss the budget
as a public document.
Accompanying the paper version
will be what Berczi calls a "pink
sheet," giving a "fairly comprehensive" rationale behind the accepted
Operating Budget and outlining its
objectives.
"We must be fair and equitable,"

explained Berczi, citing the efforts of
Mantel pointed out that Laurier's
President Lorna Marsden and Vice Special Early Retirement Program is
President Academic Rowland Smith designed to prevent layoffs and
to distribute the cuts as evenly as salary roll-backs, which he said
possible.
account for at least 75% of the budAbout four years ago, Berczi get.
explained, Laurier changed to an
"The University's a major
integrated database system called employer," said Mantel. "To recruit
"Banner," allowing for a paperless, and retain good faculty is a multihierarchical, method of managing year process," he added, pointing
Laurier's Operating Budget.
out that with good faculty comes
Once the departments have good programs and the recruitment
decided their budgets for the year, of good students.
Banner will take into account this
One of the major concerns about
the budget process, however, has
year's 17.4% budget cut.
If the numbers do not fit, the been that the students' needs are
departments will reconsider their not being considered.
proposals.
"I feel [the students] are being
Once a satisfactory budget has represented quite well," said Senate
been reached, Marsden, Smith, and Finance Committee student repreBerczi will meet to finalize the decisentative Chris Koch. "I think it's a
sions.
lot better than some universities. I
"I think we are in a new era," can't see going to U. of T. and comcommented Finance Committee stuplaining about the budget."
dent representative Jim Mantel.
"It's not a management by
[and
cash,
doesn't
the
"Ontario
have
decree process," stated Mantel.
the Harris government] has signaled "Students are represented all the
it's willing to make the hard deci- way across the board.... It's very
sions ... and that hurts."
consultative."

Mantel noted that the cuts will
not stop this year, saying the government plans to continue cuts to education next year.
"This isn't a one-year hit," he
said. "We've entered a new
phase.... Universities need to focus
on their role, what they need to
deliver, and the most efficient way to
deliver it."
Mantel pointed out that Laurier
has traditionally been successful in
maintaining its quality of education,
despite its relative size.
"Laurier has a reputation of
being well-managed," he said. "It's a
huge challenge to lose such a huge
percentage of your funding, and yet
not disembowel your programs. We
must decide how to live within these
amounts. Saving $2000 on a desktop computer won't mean diddlysquat.... [Laurier] needs to make
tough decisions."
The Senate Finance Committee
will meet again April 4 to decide on
the final operating budget draft. The
Board of Governors is set to approve
the budget April 23.

Communication tops for BOD
SCOTT STINSON
Cord News

It took several weeks and some
lengthy debate, but the Students'
Union finally got its new standing
committee.
The Communications Committee
was passed as a standing committee
of the WLUSU Board of Directors at
the WLUSU Board meeting last
Thursday. It will be "charged with

the duty of opening up and maintaining the lines of communications
between the Directors and the students through project-based ideas."
The motion to accept the committee as proposed was not without

discussion.
Director Stewart Wong, who has
spearheaded the development of the
committee all year, led the debate by
stating that a communications com-

mittee "has a lot of potential" and
that "it should be given a chance."
Protest came from Director
Bruce Dorland, who felt that while
the mission of the communications
committee was strong, it was too
early to pass it as a standing committee.
"1 have a problem with the limiting powers it gives the President
and Vice Presidents with regards to

communication.
Why does this have to be a
standing committee at this point?"
he asked.
Essentially, the debate came
down to whether or not the committee should be accepted as a standing
committee, or left as an ad-hoc committee pending further review.
Dorland was the only Director to
vote against the motion.

On another note, Chair Russ
dark apologized to the Board for his
behaviour at the previous meeting,
in which he got into a heated argument with some of the Directors.
He said that he would offer his
resignation if the Board asked for it.
Director Sean Wilde, the main target of Clark's outburst, quickly stated that "there was no need for a
resignation."

Laurie

Outsiders'vioewf
ANN-MARIE SMITH
Cord News
Last Friday, over 1000 outsiders
invaded our intimate campus in a
record-breaking show for Laurier
Day. Laurier Day is a day when
potential Laurier students and their
parents come and tour the university to see what we have to offer The
day was busy, with almost 200 mluntarr tour guides giving tours of
the campus. As well as the tours,
students could also attend sample
lectures and information sessions.
This week the Cord thought it
would be interesting to bring you cm
outsider's view of Ixuirier. We'll let
these potential Laurierites and
future Laurier parents speak for

themselves:

"Laurier is not as big as 1 2 thought

it would be."

Kelly Serra-Fernie, Unionville

1 like Lauder because it is small

(Incidentally, this Laurier grod first
met his wife in our renowned Dining

Ball
-

t like that because don't think
shell be lost here."
Diane Fernie, Kelly's mom and
graduate of a fellow small university
!

And you thought the rumour
about the aphrodisiac the ax)ks put
in the mystery meat was a lie!)

"I really liked the lecture on the

Business school Lauriet's day
was better than Western's
more organized, more exciting

...

"An excited place with a lot of

spirit."
Michelle Le Page, Port Perry

and unique."
David Smith, Montreal

"Emotional, it brings back a lot
of memories. [The physical
structure] has changed since I

"Laurier has a lot of spirit"
Krysten Cameron, Unionvilie

went here but it has the same

feeling."
Mr. LePage, a parent of a potential
WI.U student and a WLU graduate:

"Friendly and small
wayT

-

Matina O'Leary, Midland
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(News)—

Fireside chat with WLUSP pres
PHFOITLE
Laurie Legault, Prez-elect.

SCOTT STINSON
Cord News
Amidst the chaos of the Students'
Union elections, the fact that
Student Publications acclaimed its
President for the 1996-97 school
year got somewhat lost in the shuffle. For the record, Laurie Legault
will be filling that role.
Not surprisingly, one of Legault's
main tasks will be to continue the
march towards autonomy from the
Students' Union that began five
years ago when the Cord was shut

down by members of the Union.
Currently, the Union and
Publications operate as separate
and autonomous corporations.
Legault expects that this year will
involve fine tuning the arrangements between the two, including
the negotiation of a new operating

and procedures agreement.
The new President also highlights the creation of a five-year plan
as one of the big goals of the
Publications administration. "By
putting together a long-term plan,"
Legault said, "we can ensure that

there is a solid direction for whoever
takes over these roles next year."
The administration itself is also
entering a year of change. After
operating with only the President
and a six-member Board of
Directors, the administration has
expanded to include two new Vice
President positions. David Janzen
will be the Vice President:
Operations, while Kevin MacDonald
will fill the role of Vice President:
Finance.

The creation of the Finance
department raises the possibility

that Publications will hire a bookkeeper to control day-to-day
finances, a service that the Students'
Union is currently paid for doing.
"If revenues increase and hit our
budgeted levels, we will be hiring
our own bookkeeper," Legault stated. "It's an important step in that it
will give us further independence

from the Union."
Legault summed up her outlook
by saying, "as a corporation, it's
important we are financially secure.
We need to be responsible; to take
the steps next year to become that."

Culture shock
ERIC HENRY
Cord News Commentary

I caught her wink while glancing
over the green Irish froth of my
beer. A smiie tugged at her mouth
as she dipped a finger into her
drink. I grinned. She blew me a kiss.
I thought, "Hey, I'll bet she's dying
for a game of euchre."
ITiat s the problem with me (and
most other men, for that matter). In
our common experiences and basic
human interactions, we fail (quite
miserably) to pick up on the subtleties of communication.
Information is not just conveyed
by the written or spoken word. Most
communication is enhanced by, if
not dependent on, the non-verbal
component. Our gestures, our faces,
and our expressions can impart
more tangible messages in a conversation than the average novel.
And most of it is done without conscious thought.
I remember a day, now long ago,
on which I correctly interpreted a

non-verbal cue for the first time. It
was a raised eyebrow that
screamed, "I can't stand this place;
let's leave." I was so overwhelmed
by the power of the message that I
didn't respond for at least a minute.
All of that data sent to me, not by
modems or fax lines, but by an
almost nervous twitch of the eyebrow.
1 am even more stunned at how
perceptive people can become
(mostiy old ladies who get quirky little feelings about people). My grandmother had judged and sentenced
OJ. before he even made it to the
courtroom. She told me that it was
the look in his eyes.
I am unable perhaps even
unwilling to make the same judgments about people. After all, the
gloves didn't fit.
Is it possible that some people
can read your expressions as easily
as the morning paper and know
exactly what kind of person you
are? Imagine how much easier the
-

-

bar scene would be. You could
immediately assign everyone to the
"slime" or "non-slime" categories,
and not have to worry about meeting and buying drinks and everything else the rest of us mortals have
to go through.
Mind you, if we all knew the
nature of everyone else's personality, the sense of adventure would be
lost. Mystery would be replaced by a
twisted form of human grocery
shopping.
There's no sense worrying about
it since my power of perception is
stunted. Until the day when they call
me for jury duty at the trial of the
century, I will remain quite comfortable observing the sometimes wild
gestures of my friends, and blatantly
misinterpreting all the signals that
are coming my way.
As a footnote, I am now convinced that the woman at the bar
was actually interested in chess.
Euchre indeed; how foolish can I
be?
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Advic&from Legal Resources«
KELLIE SIEGNER
Legal Resource Counselor
(Those of you who found eight
month all-inclusive leases last
September (you rotten...), can stop
reading right here.)
Okay, let's talk subletting. Unless
you are one of the poor unfortunates who will be in school this
summer, chances are good that the
majority of Laurier students will be
returning home in April after final
exams. The question becomes what
to do with your house/apartment/

Reading this can save
you $50 per month...

crawlspace for the next four months
of your lease.
By subletting, you can reduce
the amount of rent you pay to your
landlord, which helps greatly while
you try to save money for next
year's tuition. What happens is, YOU
become the landlord. In that sense,
your tenant answers to you, but you
are still responsible to your original
landlord.
For example, if your subletter's
rent is in arrears, you are still liable
for the full amount. It is your
responsibility to take the subtenant

meet the subtenants, but it is illegal
for him/her to deny you your right to
sublet without an extremely good
reason.
And don't forget about the utilities are they all in your name? If
so, it is your credit which suffers if
someone neglects to pay the bills.
In the Legal Resource Office on
the third floor of the 5.U.8., we can
give you the subletter forms you
need, and help you with any legal
questions you may have.
Incidentally, you need three forms
one for you, one for the subletter.

to court to recover your losses.
Ln addition, any damage done by
the subletter to the house becomes
your problem. For this reason, it is
advisable that you be selective in
your choice of subletters.
With respect to price, it is unusual for a subletter to pay more than
half of the original rent. Usual summer rent ranges from $125 to $180.
Price it any higher, and you likely
won't find any interested tenants.
Your landlord cannot withhold
consent for you to sublet unreasonably. She or he might request to

and one for the landlord.

This article is intended as a general
guide only, and is in no way meant
as a substitute for professional legal
advice.
For a complete explanation of
your lease options and the regulations surrounding subletting and
leasing, drop by the Legal Resource
Centre on the third floor of the
Students' Union Building.
The hours of our legal resource
counsellors are Monday-Thursday,
10:00 5:30, Friday 10:00 -1:00.
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Up
What's
Wednesday,

March 20
Recital Hall: WLU student
composers. Admission free.
8 pm, Theatre of the Arts, UVV:
WLU opera students and the
Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony,
featuring "The Old Maid and the
Thief."
Thursday, March 21
"Campus Fringe Festival," presented by WLU Theatre Company
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Mischief under $5000
0800 hrs Mon 04 Mar 96

1450 hrs Sat 09 Mar 96

Person(s) unknown damaged a wall
clock in the 24 hour lounge of the

Student Union Building.

Non-reportable MVA
0945 hrs Mon 04 Mar 96
The department investigated a
minor motor vehicle accident on
Chancellor Drive.
Theft under $5000
1810 hrs Mon 04 Mar 96
A WLU student reported that her
briefcase containing $600 had been
stolen from the dining hall area
sometime during the day. The victim
did not notice the briefcase was
missing until later.
False fire alarm
2343 hrs Mon 04 Mar 96
A non-university male activated the
fire alarm pull station at Willison
Hall. The matter is under investigation.
False fire alarm
1245 hrs Tue 05 Mar 96
Person(s) unknown activated one of
the pull stations in the Science
Building.
Theft under $5000
1535 hrs Wed 06 Mar 96
A WLU student reported that someone had stolen the seat off her bicycle which was stored in the lounge
at Conrad Hall.

Noise complaint
0342 hrs Fri 08 Mar 96
An officer responded to Conrad Hall
in answer to a complaint of excessive noise by one of the residents.
The responsible party was cautioned, and the matter will be dealt
with by the Head Resident.

Theft under $5000
1435 hrs Fri 08 Mar 96
A WLU student reported that her
bike had been stolen sometime
between Nov 4 and Jan 10. No suspects.

Mischief under $5000
0055 hrs Sat 09 Mar 96
Person(s) unknown damaged
clock in the Arts C wing.
Theft under $5000

a wall

An AC patron reported that approx.
$60 had been taken from his wallet
in the AC.
Unauthorized use of premises
1445 hrs Sun 10 Mar 96
Two non-university individuals were
evicted from campus when they
were found using the computers in
N1043 of the Science Building. Both
were issued warnings.

Trespassing
1535 hrs Sun 10 Mar 96
A non-student was charged with
trespassing when he was found
using the computers in N1043 of
the Science Building. The individual had been previously warned.
False Fire Alarm
0210 hrs Mon 11 Mar 96
Person(s) unknown activated the
fire alarm in I jttle House A wing.
No sign of fire was found.
Suspicious Persons
1400 hrs Thu 14 Mar 96
Officers responded to a report of
two male youths on bicycles at die
rear of 232 King who were checking the doors of cars parked there.
The area was checked but the suspects had already left.
Indecent Act
2310 hrs Thu 14 Mar 96
Officers chased a male suspect but
lost him when he crossed King St
by the Athletic Complex, and could
not be pursued due to traffic. The
suspect had been observed masturbating near the windows on the
2nd floor at the east end of the
building overlooking the pool. He is
described as a Caucasian male,
approx. 30 yrs of age, 5'10", 170
lbs, brown shoulder length hair,
unshaven, wearing a navy
coloured nylon jacket, blue baseball cap, and light blue jeans.
Mischief
0030 hrs Fri 15 Mar 96
An unknown individual drew a
swastika on a dryer stored in the
hallway at the Athletic Complex.
No suspects at present time.
Mischief Under $5000

0001 hrs Sat 16 Mar 96
An occupant of Little House was
observed pulling screens from
ground floor windows of the residence. The suspect, who was
extremely intoxicated, was located
by the duty don and put to bed. The
matter will be dealt with by residence staff.
Medical Assistance
0020 hrs Sat 16 Mar 96
A female student was transported to
hospital as the result of an asthma
attack.

112)

False Fire Alarm
and the University Players.
0219 hrs Sat 16 Mar 96
Admission $6. Call x4882 for
An unknown suspect pulled an
show times.
alarm station in the Student Union Friday, March 22
Building.
6 pm, Waterloo Inn: Phys. Ed.
semi-formal. $30 per person.•
Trespass
2320 hrs Sun 17 Mar 96
8 pm, Centre in the Square: WLU
Choir, WLU Symphony Orchestra
A non-WLU individual was evicted
from the computer labs in the
and Elora Festival Singers and
warnChorus present Beethoven's
library and issued a trespass
"Mlssa Solemnis."
ing
During this time period four warn- Tuesday, March 26
Noon, Recital Hall: Karin Redekop
ings were issued for liquor violations.
on piano. Admission free.
•

•

•
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The gift of wings
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"snapp
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Carl Hiebert flying higher than ever

agains
repeated again, during the summers
CORD INTERNATIONAL
of 1993 and 1994. While the first
Mere seconds after takeoff, a flight was intended more as test of
whistling down-draft latched onto his personal ability and courage, the
Carl Hiebert's flimsy ultralight air- second flight was designated a phocraft like Doberman teeth onto a tographic journey from the start,
milkman's hindquarters. A deadly one that would see him produce the
vacuum funnel sucked him towards recently released book Gift ofWmgs.
the ground, nearer and nearer It's a book that celebrates Canada
towards a menacing sea of spear- from the air like no other, and in
like conifers. If he weren't able to sales it has since exceeded all expechalt this momentum, he might very tations.
To truly understand Carl Hiebert,
well end up as some form of smolhowever, one must take a deep and
dering human shish kebab.
And then things turned really retrospective look into his life.
ugly. An unanticipated circulating These incredible accomplishments
airmass jolted his craft sideways, were not as easily completed as one
and the nose of his plane dropped might expect. In fact, they were
straight down at terra finna. In his preceded in 1981 by seeming
mind's eye he foresaw kissing green. tragedy, the year that an unexpected
To his friends watching from below, hang-gliding accident left him paralit appeared an inevitable fate ysed from the waist down. At the
indeed. It was over. The dream had time, it appeared as though he
might never fly again.
ended.
According to Carl, the biggest
Well, needless to say, Carl's been
known to surprise a few people things to overcome after the accievery now and again. Including dent, were certain society-induced
himself. Whether by luck or by skill, limitations associated with life in a
or some combination of the two, he wheelchair. Well-meaning doctors
warded off what appeared to be the and nurses immediately started
inevitable. Bystanders estimated placing restrictions on his life "from
that his floats skimmed the treetops this point onward", in an attempt to
by mere inches. Yup, Carl had give him a functional framework to
cheated the Grim Reaper once work within. For one thing, they
again. Upon touching down he told him that his rehabilitation procrawled from his craft and literally gram would last for three to four
kissed the ground. lie lay there for months. As Carl would find, howevan hour in a complete daze, er, the road to recovery is largely a
embracing its solidity. Relishing it. personal journey.
Loving it with all his heart. The
It was about this time, only two
dream was still alive.
weeks into his rehabilitation, that an
The close call described here old friend of Carl's paid him a visit at
was but one experience handpicked the hospital. To hijack him, no less
from a plethora of experiences dur- (no duress here folks). Their intening Carl Hiebert's incredible flight of tion was to go flying, but apparently,
1986. This was the year he set his they forgot to mention any of this to
sights on the title of all Canadian the hospital staff before leaving.
ultralight titles - a project that would Carl laughs: "Well, we did leave
see him link Canada's 5000 kilome- them a note pinned to the door. It
tre expanse from the Gulf of St. simply said: Gone Flying."
Lawrence all the way to the Pacific
And although this experience
proved to be a major turning point
coastline.
It is a feat that he has since on his highway to recovery, some
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dramatic controversy sprouted upon
returning to the hospital. In his
book he describes: "One [doctor], in
an unusual twist of the Hippopcratic
Oath, was said to say he was so
upset he could kill me." Needless to
say, it was in flight that he would
find his healing, not within his hospital bed. Three weeks into his
rehabilitation program, Carl was
discharged from the hospital, in
what turned out to be record time
for that institution.
So what happened here? Can
we as university students learn
something from this man? (I think
you already know the answer).
What was it that separated Carl
from other patients in similar circumstances? What allowed him to
not only recover, but to flourish?
Well, like so many things in life,
the difference between Carl and
other patients appears to have been
a result of their mental processes.
Carl adamantly refused to give in to
predetermined limitations set by
society's standards. He may indeed
use a wheelchair to aid his daily
activities, but he is most certainly
not confined to one. His mind is not
shackled. You notice that spark
when you meet him, he's as sharp
as a machete.
He offers some perspective within his book: "Just a few months
[before the accident], I had been
ready to attempt barefoot water-skiing, backward. [After the accident] I
faced the fundamental challenge of
re-learning basic body control. The
tasks had changed, but not the
rules. It was still a matter of effort
and concentration."
He would find that it is not so
much the task, but the attitude with
which one approaches that task that
defines the success or failure of a
person's personal life adventure.
The value of life. like everything,
should not be measured in achievement, but rather in the potential relative to that achievement. I think
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According to Carl Hiebert the first flight after his tragic hang-gliding
accident was to be the most memorable of his entire life. Here, a
friend captures his moment of fresh euphoria, as his wheelchair sits
empty on the flying field. A symbolic testament to his courage.
this is true for all of us.
So for those of you out there that
are presently struggling through difficult times with school, or perhaps
just can't seem to find a direction in
life that incites your own personal
passion, take a page from Carl's
experience. Maybe a long step back
is in order. Examine yourself and
your situation. Dare to dream a bit
more (although, preferably not in
the middle of Calculus class).

As Johan Wolfgang von Goethe
once said: "Whatever you can do, or
dream you can, begin it. Boldness
has genius, power, and magic in it."
Carl Hiebert dared to dream the
uncommon dream, and his personal
rewards have been immeasurable
as a result.
To never have dreamed that
dream, and then acted upon it, that
would have been the real tragedy.

Mardi Ciras: It is that crazy
JASON PAUL
CORD INTERNATIONAL

Surrounded by hundreds of people
on each side of us, we strive to push
through the exuberant crowd. Not a
single sole is standing in silence.
Everyone is screaming and bumping
into the person next to them.
We weed through the crowd
until we spot them, staring us
straight in the face. It is a shock to
see at first but our eyes cannot be
distracted. An exquisite looking lady
is exposing her breasts to us.
To what honour do we owe this
sight, we wonder? We look at her
eyes but they are not focused upon
us. She is looking at an overhead
balcony where a few guys are dangling beads at her. They drop them
to her and they land in her hands.
She blows them a kiss and she fades
into the obscure crowd.
G March 20, 1996 theCord

This is the festival known as
Mardi Gras. Without a doubt, it
must be one of the craziest and
exciting parties ever witnessed.
Located in New Orleans, the
Carnival season is full of madness
and celebrations. Beer taps are wide
open and business comes to a halt.
It is 'The City that Care Forgot".
Mardi Gras is not just a one day
event, it is a month long festival that
is full of balls, parades and partying.
It begins on January 6, twelve days
after Orristmas, and continues until
Fat Thesday which is always forty
days before Easter. This celebration
that explodes in its final week is simply called Carnival.
There are many events going on
but the main excitement is walking
down the side streets and becoming
absorbed by the crowds.
It is centred in an area called the

French Quarter. It is a twelve block Quarter were slightly bizarre. On
section that has a very European Lundi Gras, the Monday of Carnival,
flavour. The buildings are very close, the group of us went into town to
separated only by the tiny cobble- whoop it up. We headed down a
stone roads. There are two rows of road called Bourbon St. Down this
cast-iron balconies that stretch as strip are dozens of watering-holes
far as the eye can see.
where some incredible live jazz can
Regardless of which way you be heard.
look, there are dozens of people covWe screamed for beads and
ered in beads around their necks. drank a lot of watered-down beer.
Folks from the balconies will swing But after many hours, most of the
assorted beads from the rails. group was getting tired and ready to
People on the street will hoot, cheer, call it a night. Well, two of us were
and dance for them until they are not, so Jason and I decided to spend
an entire night in this eccentric city.
given some.
We broke off from the group and
The more promiscuous the
show, the better the beads thrown at continued our quest for more neck
you from above. It is a common jewellery. Eventually, Jason had a
sight to see girls flashing and guys few too many beverages and deciddropping their drawers. There ed he wanted more exquisite beads.
seems to be no boundaries as to He turned around and mooned
some girls in a balcony.
how far some will go.
Unfortunately, there were severOur adventures in the French

al police officers watching this performance. Within a second, about
six cops pounced on him and were
threatening to toss him in jail. After
a few minutes of pleading, he was
set free.
Every comer we viewed, there
were incredible street performers.
At one spot, a couple of young guys
were playing the bongos. Jason
asked if he could try it and they
roped the drum over his head. After
ten minutes we had received over
five dollars in donations. A pair of
seductively dressed girls started
dancing in front of us and put on a
very lengthy and intimate performance.
Finally, in the wee hours of the
morning, most of the people began
to disperse. With nothing else to do
we became acquainted with some

continued on page 7
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Mardi Gras continued...
vendors and stalled to peddle their
products. We hawked devil sticks,
beads, hats. Domino's pizza and
"snapper bites" a neat little stick
that had claws on it.
With nowhere to rest, we settled
against a urine-stained wall, carefully placing pizza boxes around us. My
good friend was out cold, so I lethargically kept guard for any trouble. A
passerby started filming us I
assume we looked in pretty rough
shape.
As night became day, we
grabbed a quick coffee in the early
morning before heading out for the
big parades. We found a spot in the
packed crowd and to start off the
day on the right foot, we grabbed a
six-pack of Blackened Voodoo. This
local treat should not be missed if
one comes here.
An hour went by before anything
-

-

came into sight. What appeared was
not a float but a group of about fifty
elderly gentlemen, called the Pete
Fountain Half Fast Walking Club,
strolling along with instruments
playing some of the best jazz I have
ever heard.
This was followed by the Zulu
parade sponsored by AfricanAmericans. Beautifully decorated
floats went by as they threw plastic
cups and beads while playing offbeat African music. They would also
hand out coconuts to folks upfront.
The following parade was held
by the krewe (group) of Rex. Rex is
the largest and finest parade. They
would throw beads, cups and the
popular doubloons little coins
which have become collector's
items. The King of Carnival rides
one of these floats but we were too
far back to get a good look.

It was amazing to watch some of
the citizens who dress up for the
day. Many wore simple masks for
the occasion. Others wore creative
costumes of clowns, Beetlcjuice, PotHeads, tampons and witches.
The most splendid characteristic
of the festival is the friendliness of
the people. We had an inspiring conversation with a very nimble seventy-year old couple. We also met
charming folks from all over the
country, including a group from
University ofWaterloo.
However, once midnight rolled
around the police started at one end
of the district and swept everybody
out of the French Quarter. After
forty hours of madness, we finally
returned to our campsite -much to
the relief of our worried friends. Our
rendezvous with Mardi Gras was
finally over 8

-

PAUL
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These people were some of the thousands at Mardi Gras in New
Orleans, Lousiana. Yes, a picture really can say a thousand words.
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The SBE: We aren't all that bad
During my time at Laurier I have managed to pick up some of the subtleties of campus life. One of them is the tendency to distinguish and judge people on the basis of their major. More specifically, on whether they are a business
student or anything else. Since I am one of the only business students working for the Cord, I have been designated
to speak and defend my fellow business students. While the rivaliy may be nothing more than an extension of our
old playground rivalries, where fans of various sports teams discriminated against each other, it is still a part of
Laurier.
I always get asked the same questions:
"Why are business students such jerks?"
"Why do business students think their program is harder than anyone else's?"
"Why are business students so elitist?"
The short answers to these questions are: We're not, we don't think it is, and you just think we are.
The long answers are a little more involved. It is true that business students often have the attitude that we
carry the weight of the world. But arts students love saying the same thing. "You don't understand. I have essays
to write" they complain. The essay is the cross every arts student must bear.
Arts students love to point out that we get to work in groups, which is supposed to make things easier. Not true.
Working in groups gets to be a little tiresome after a while. By fourth year, you must go to the bathroom in groups
and fill out peer evaluation forms afterwards. It also leads to gratuitous backstabbing and the disintegration of

many friendships.

Another myth is the perceived lack of creativity in the business department. I remember a conversation with an
English major who thought I "didn't have a creative bone in my body". Obviously she never tried to make a balance sheet work during a final exam (couldn't a mortgage technically be an asset?). There is lots of room for creativity in business, just look at marketing. Somebody had to come up with those Norwich Union commercials.
Besides, you arts students derive some benefits from us business snobs. like it or not, Laurier's business program has helped put us on the map as a quality school at which to get an education. Many arts students take the
"Admin. Option" which gives them a background in business. Granted you have to take some boring courses, but
no pain, no gain, right? Finally, business students put out that quality paper known as The Atrium, which gives you
something to laugh at between Imprint issues.
Finally, we are here to take all your cheap shots and jokes (see this week's Hard Cord). I'm sick of being ostracized for my major. From now on no more Mr. Nice Business Guy. While we're both in the unemployment line,
you'll be contemplating the nothingness of being. I'll be calculating my next welfare check.

Editorial by Tom Hrubes, Associate News Editor

The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the author, and do not necessarily reflect those ofthe Cord Staff, the editorial board, or WilfridLaurier University Student Publications.

Two tiers are misguided

Letters To the Editor
Thanks for support

Dear Editor,
On Saturday October 8,1994 my sister Ann Marie went
missing while hiking on Whistler Mountain in British
Columbia. Almost a year later, on September 16,1995,
her body was found by two mountain employees.
Throughout this period of uncertainty to the present,
my parents and I experienced an incredible outpouring
of support from family, friends, communities, and even
strangers. I would like to take this opportunity to thank
the Laurier community for their concern and support
during this difficult time.
My family received beautiful arrangements of flowers from the Students' Union and the Geography dub
expressing sympathy and concern. These certainly
added a lift to our day and put smiles on our faces.
Dean Read and Fred Nichols were extremely sensitive
and assisted me in arranging and rearranging my academics something that was difficult to plug through. I
truly appreciate their openness and sincere concern. All
of my professors were extremely understanding and
patient since writing essays and preparing for exams
seemed senseless at the time and took extra time to sufficiently complete. I would also like to thank the Delta
Gamma Sorority for donating moneys raised in a
"Rock-a-Thon" held last year to the Ann Marie Potton
Trust Fund, a fund set up to aid in our search for Ann
Marie.
But most importantly, I want to publicly thank the
Dorset Jungle Girls, Krista, Jenny, Sherry, Lorie, Emma,
Beth and Tracy whose unwavering friendship and support has carried me through this incredible journey.
From the bottom of my heart, 1 thank you for your
patience and understanding, and for showing me the
ultimate meaning of friendship and love.
I have always known that Laurier is a terrific university but have come to the realization that it is about
more than academics. Laurier is like a home away from
home, a big family supporting its members. I am truly
touched by the support my family and I have received
from the WLU community and I thank you all. As I complete my degree, explore new avenues and venture
down different paths, I will always keep my memories
and experiences at Laurier close to my heart.
Karen Potton
-

Dear Editor,
For anyone who still hasn't heard, the Strategic
Planning Committee has proposed that two-tiered funding be imposed on Art & Science Programs. Under this
plan "first priority" programs would maintain full funding while "second priority" programs would lose substantial resources. In last week's Cord, the commentary
written by Scott Stinson and Kathy Cawsey applauded
this proposal, saying that its "exactly what's needed."
This sentiment, however, is misplaced. Not only were
they somewhat misleading in their arguments, they
failed to tell us the real truth: this new system will make
a bad situation worse for everyone.
Although they tried to assure us that this new system will not affect students already here, clearly prioritizing would greatly affect those in the lower priority
programs. Students may not be "turned away in the
middle of their degree," but may have to attend this
school for a year or two longer than they are supposed.
If only a few departments bear the brunt of the cuts,
many, or even most of their courses will only be offered
every two or three years. This is would be simply disastrous to many students.
It seems obvious that in the fact of funding cuts that
all programs should face equal responsibility. This way
the effects will be minimal, students and faculty will not
be too put out by this. However, Scott and Kathy put
down any idea to make cuts equally in all programs as
the "the easy solution", making all the departments
"equally mediocre", so the unequal SPC plan should be
"commended." Programs are not equally funded here
at Laurier as it is, so equal cuts can not just somehow
make them all at the same level. Other universities are
also undergoing these same cuts, so Laurier won't suddenly become the ugliest kid on the block. Laurier is run
as a business, but it is first and foremost a school. It is
a public institution here to provide education, not to be
focussed on profit generation (and Laurier is running at
a profit). Their corporate prioritization theory does not
apply here. The Ontario government has already figured out that learning itself is not short term cost effective (hence the cuts). It is the administration's duty to
keep education as the priority, not money. The school
shouldn't have to go into debt, but prioritizing is yet
another unnecessary and short-sighted step towards
making this university into a purely bottom-line business.
Scott and Kathy point out that practically all other
universities across Ontario offer "programs of roughly
equal quality", and so Laurier's should be dropped
because they are a duplication and a "waste of
resources." Again, they mistakenly equate "equal quality" with "mediocrity", citing the lack of competition and
external evaluation as a serious fault. However, while
continued on page 9
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continued from page 8
competition may improve the marketplace, it does not necessarily
make education better! We do not
need to encourage hostility and
competition among faculty at this
school: it will hardly lead to a better
education for students. We will likely be left to fend for ourselves as
Professors become desperate to
publish and maintain first priority
status for their departments. In
addition, the "duplication" Scott and
Kathy refer to is highly misleading
because it does not exist. The same
number of desks, books, buildings,
professors, etc. would still be needed because the same number of students would still be present in
Ontario, whether they go to Laurier
or to U of T, Western, Carelton...
It appears what they are really
trying to promote here is a negative
attitude towards the Arts. They
spend a good portion of their article
trying to convince us that Business
is "better" than, say, English. They
put down the humanities as useless,
elitist, and outside of the "real
world": assumptions which are all
false. The Arts give insights into
humanity and solve problems that
money simply can not. These "genteel" programs are hardly elitist,
they have produced such wonders
as great literature, ideas such as
democracy, human rights, our legal
system, and the many other things
that make our existence possible
and meaningful. It is true that the
ideas of the Arts are not always in
the real world because they are not
supposed to be bound to the status
quo as Business is. They are inclusive, not exclusive! A university is a
bastion of thought and humanity,
not a place that is supposed to turn
out drones for the marketplace. If
anything is elitist, it is the idea that
we should sacrifice "useless" and
"second-rate" programs for the
sake of programs which are
"ranked in magazines and journals."
Whether Scott and Kathy actually believe what they wrote, or are
simply trying to stir up some debate,
the fact remains: the SPC plan is
misguided and will be destructive
for Laurier. It must be stopped.
Write letters, sign the petition being
circulated, do what you can to make
sure this proposal is rejected.
Matthew Crebenc

Humanities are
needed

Dear Editor,
Last week you published an article
co-authored by Scott Stinson and
Kathy Cawsey. In the article, the
authors heap great praise on the
school of Business and Economics,
and extol the virtues of running
Universities as Corporations. They
express disdain for the mediocrity
Humanities and Social Sciences represent, single out the English
Department for scorn, and claim
that all the credit this University has
ever won was a result of the geniuses in the School of Business and

Economics
Ludicrous as these claims are, I
do not find them surprising at all.
For a long time I have heard about
the miracles the school of Business
and Economics does without ever
getting to see the evidence. Now is
the time to ask Scott and Kathy, and
any other disciples of the school of
Business and Economics to show us
any one innovation or invention they
single-handedly came up with
which put this University, or country

on top of the US, Europe, or Japan.
of antic
stoves to Mexico as particularly
innovative or ingeneous. Show us
any model the school of business
and economics has developed to
cope with the crises resulting from
the single-minded pursuit of profits
as an end-in-all.
Whereas the realities and
dynamics in the global system
require a well rounded approach
which appreciates the interconnectedness of culture, economics, environment, society and spirituality,
our graduates in the School of
Business and Economics still believe
in a fragmented world; a world that
must be exploited for profits, not
nurtured for sustainability; they still
assume that all action which does
not amount to profits is irrational,
and that only the short run matters,
for after all, in the long run we are
all dead. Accordingly, Scott and
Kathy believe, as do their trainers,
that all we need are business graduates to run the w0r1d....
I do not find their choice of Social
Sciences and English as random. It
is because of the incredible amount
of work done by this faculty in
exposing the racist, sexist, and irresponsibly destructive behaviour of
business that we are attempting to
reverse the damage. It is because of
the critical and analytical work done
by Social Sciences and Humanities
that we have Women's programs,
minorities, first peoples, environmental movements etc, as ways of
redressing the wrongs. Literally, the
Social Sciences hold up the mirror
for our Business Gurus to see the
ugly side of their work. That they
propose to break the mirror tells
you how they feel more than I could
ever do.
Particularly striking in the article
was not only the condescending attitude, but the assumption that all
Laurier is and needs to remain is
Business and Economics. The arrogance exuded by the authors is typical of Business graduates even
when everybody outside business
knows that they are incapable of
understanding the connections
between poverty, homelessness,
prostitution, pollution, environmental damage and the single- minded
pursuit of profits are; That they are
incapable of balancing between levels of profits for motivation, and
nurture for long term sustenance, or
appreciating that healthy economic
growth is only possible if there is
strong social cohesion, and not
polarization should not surprise any
one.
I feel disheartened because
here, I am assuming that Scott and
Kathy epitomize the best that the
School of Business and Economics
can offer. If this were to be the case,
I would not be far off base in charging the school with training students
whose main focus is to reverse
every gain made in reversing
decades of poor business behaviour.
Producing graduates who are incapable of seeing the world as anything other than dollars. Graduates
who respect dollars more than the
brilliant men and women in Social
Sciences, Humanities and the subordinate staffwho make up this institution called Laurier University.
By advocating for a return of
Universities to the Business and
Corporate elite, the authors want
Universities to turn into bastions for
recycling the same old political and
economic elites responsible for the
mess Social Scientists are now trying to reverse. In diminishing the
importance of tax dollars, the
authors hope to invert the role of
I do not take the selling

Universities as avenues for bridging
existing social and economic polarities, for in the school of business,
the world is still understood in simple dichotomies: Haves and
havenots, women and men, black
and white, profits and losses,
expenses and incomes....Whatever
happened to the middle ground?
I would like to take Scott and
Kathy a bit seriously on their search
for cost-cuts. How about looking at
the budget outlay of the School of
Business and Economics? If they
are such geniuses, do they really
need so much to promote antics in
the developing world? What about
the entertainment account? Do you
need so much entertainment when
everybody is tightening their belts?
And, on a more serious note, ask
yourselves: Is it really necessary to
have so many Vice-Presidents and
Deans to run a University of
Laurier's size? If you do your home
work well, in between these, you
have enough to run the English
Department which you so deride.
I have seen the school of business take shots at other faculties
and departments. The same attitude has been inherited by their
business graduates even on matters
they hardly understand. They claim
credit for work that was accomplished in a team spirit by men and
women who toiled under tough conditions to honour Laurier's badge. It
is out of courtesy and good behaviour that all those not in business
keep quiet. Now our courtesy is
being turned into a mandate to tell
us who should leave, without showing us why they shouldn't be the
ones to g0....
Next time you have something to
say about other departments,
remember that not all existence and
meaning is reducible to business;
We love humanities no less than you
love business, and we will not sit still
while you bash it.
Peter Wanyama Madaka

Arts are not

mediocre

Dear Editor,
We, the "mediocre" Arts students of
Laurier's English program, would
like to respond to the grossly inaccurate article by Scott Stinson and
Kathy Cawsey that appeared in the
March 13 Cord. Although this was
an opinion article, solid opinion
should always be based on fact.

Unfortunately, their commentary
was not.
The authors wrote, "...employers
continually say arts students are not
learning the skills society needs."
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Who are these employers anyway?
They're obviously not the same ones
placing ads in local newspapers.
These ads were asking for "superior
communication, time management
and prioritization skills", "creativity,
accuracy, grammar, [and] proofreading" skills, "problem solving
skills", "excellent interpersonal
skills" and "outstanding communication ability". All of these skills, and
more, are obtained through an arts
degree. Further, any of the technical
knowledge needed to do these jobs
could be learned quickly and easily
by someone who knows how to
learn.
Which brings us to the next
point. The writers criticized "learning for the sake of learning." We
would rephrase this to read "learning how to learn." The traditional
liberal arts education prepares you
for a lifetime of learning, whether in
post-graduate work or in the work
force. Tom Jackson, author of
"Guerilla Tactics in the New Job
Market", says the average job lasts
5 to 6 years. If you work from age
25 to 65, you'll hold about seven
jobs in your lifetime. It is useless to
learn specific technical skills now
when they'll be outdated in a few
years. But, if you know how to
learn, changing jobs, and changing
with the economy becomes simple.
Finally, let's talk about a specific
arts degree. English, the program
singled out by the authors. They
wrote "arts programs across
Ontario will continue to be equally
mediocre and second-rate" and in
the next paragraph state "...if you
want to go into English? Pick a
school, any 5ch001...". These statements are patently false. To suggest
that Laurier's English degree is
mediocre, second-rate, or even just
the same as everyone else's is to
ignore the reputation that this
department holds in the entire
country, not just Ontario. This is an
insult to the award-winning professors who teach here and to the students who choose to take this
degree.
English and other arts programs
at Laurier do not promote themselves to "the outside world" to the
extent that programs like Business
do. maybe we should start. But, to
suggest that all arts programs are
medicocre ignores the record of
Laurier's arts faculty and the students who pursue arts studies here.

Karen-Louise Morgan
Kim Brooks
Amanda Brewer
and
Robin McLean

Tiers are wrong
Dear Editor,
I was extremely disappointed by the
views expressed in last weeks Cord
article entitled "Laurier needs to
specialize". I was under the impression that a school newspaper was
supposed to present an balanced
view of issues pertinent to its student body. Instead, The Cord chose
to present a biased view of the
school's decision to develop a twotier system of education.
The article's authors feel that
VVLU should be operated as a business, offering only those courses
that prove themselves to be the
most competitive. What? Is this the
level to which we have allowed our
education to fall? The purpose of
our publicly funded educational
institutions should not be to make
money; instead, they should be considered a valuable investment in our
country's future. Just because our
current government's views are out
of touch with reality does not mean
that our student-run newspaper has
to follow suit.
It is hard to place a monetary
value on an Arts & Science degree,
but this should not limit students'
ability to pursue such degrees. By
stating "...learning for the sake of
learning isn't going to cut it anymore", the authors have sunk to the
ultimate low. Eliminating many Arts
& Science
programs is like slashing
our arteries; it will ultimately lead to
a lack of creativity and culture in
our society. Protecting Business and
Economics will develop a managerial class that will only compliment
the present mandate of government
one which doesn't work.
Furthermore, to claim that
"...that view is the outmoded attitude of an elitist society" indicates
how little time the authors spent
evaluating their argument. It would
seem to me that the School of
Business and Economics is making
a much larger contribution to the
creation of an elitist society.
Classifying Arts & Science as "genteel" subjects only further indicates
a biased set of values from the
authors.
In his book 'The Unconscious
Civilization', John Ralston Saul
makes the claim that schools of
business management don't belong
in the university at all. They would
be more effective if they were run
by industry, as they are the beneficiaries of the school's graduates.
Perhaps then, universities could use
the increased funding to protect its
essential programs, those that
encourage creativity and thought.
If students really feel that
continued on page 11
-
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1996 Neon Ex Available Features Include:
•2.0L16V 132 hp SOHC engine
•

Dual air bags

•

•Automatic transmission
•

•

•

Side door impact beams

AM/FM

•

stereo cassette with

6 speakers

Air conditioning
Rear spoiler

14" deluxe wheel covers

•

Dual outside remote mirrors

•

Fuel economy -5.8L/100 km hwy°

-8.4L/100 km city*
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continued form page 9

Guelph, keeping Laurier's specialgovernment cutbacks in education ized programs and trashing the
will improve our country's quality of rest?" Why not turn away all of
those OSAP while you're at it?
life, they should continue to mainthe name "Wilfrid Laurier
Perhaps
not,
silence.
do
it
is
they
If
tain their
necessary to make your voices Business and Music School" would
heard. Any change will not come be more to your liking.
Just because the business profrom the private sector, it will not
come from government and it will gram here has been critically
obviously not come from 'The Cord'. acclaimed by the business world
Without pressure from students, the does not mean that other programs
arc less worthy, particularly the
government will keep on cuttin'...
Rob O'Brien arts. The study of English, for
example, may not lead to a specific
job but it teaches one how to write
and how to THINK. It also lends
one some valuable insights into life
and the "real world", something
Dear Editor,
1 am writing this letter as a plea for that business desperately needs. If
justice. Being, a science student, I you want job practicality, go to a
have a very large workload, and community college. There is a reatherefore, often need a quiet place son why university is defined as an
to study. Silly me, I thought that the institution of higher learning.
If every school held the same
Science Building Reading Room
would be such a place. I would figattitude towards the arts and sciure that a room named after such ence as Laurier does, then high
school students would have no
an activity would not attract stuto
dents who wish chat. Obviously, I choice in which university to attend,
am mistaken because every time I they'd all be inadequate. You said
yourself that the "arts programs
walk into the room, I am overwhelmed by the noise pollution of across Ontario will continue to be
students who have nothing better to equally mcdiocre and second-rate."
do than talk. Here I am trying to And contrary to your claim of there
study for an upcoming exam, and 1 only being four or five choices for
can't help overhearing loud converbusiness students, just about every
sations about which guys/girls at university in Ontario offers a busiLaurier are cute, how much someness program, including Ryerson,
one hates their roommate, or how York, and Trent, just to add a few
drunk someone got the previous more to your list.
And in terms of your questioning
night. Please, if you need to carry
a
or
on conversation, do it quietly
go of the duplication of ails programs
someplace else. Have some respect across Ontario schools, well, that's
for the students who actually want so that the province can accommoto do some reading.
date the population of Ontario and
Darren Pape give the majority of the people and
opportunity to attend university.
Shutting down programs at Laurier
would mean further weakening the
chances of people receiving a uniDear Editor,
versity education. If your article is
This letter is in response to the artito be featured under "news" then
cle in last week's issue, "Laurier get your facts straight, or place it on
Needs to Specialize" written by Scott the opinion page where it belongs.
Stinson and Kathy Cawsey. Since
I am an honours English student
when has university become a busiand I chose Laurier for its small
ness rather than an educational
campus and class sizes, and for its
institution? Then again, 1 shouldn't academic reputation as a whole, but
be surprised considering that busibelieve me, if I had known that
ness, the "sacred cow" of Laurier, Laurier had such capitalistic and
controls everything around here. conservative tendencies, I never
Education should not be tossed would have applied here. And by
around like it's part of some busithe way Kathy Cawsey, what the
ness deal, no matter how high the hell are you doing in my English
deficit is, which is essentially what classes?
happens when Laurier is run like a
Sarah Parker
business. A few programs receive
funding, and the rest do not, and
that's a problem.
Mr. Stinson and Ms. Cawsey, in
your article you said that "learning Dear Editor,
for the sake of learning" is the "attiScott Stinsons and Kathy Cawsey's
tude of an elitist society", but what
article "Laurier needs to specialize"
could possibly be more elitist than is both surprising and not so sur"sending science students to UW or prising. Despite disclaiming "easy"

Read, you

Not a business

English first-rate
-

solutions to funding problems, what
they propose is an unsurprising,
commonly proposed "easy" solution
today: downsize. In Laurier's case
by keeping what "Laurier specializes in," and "trash the rest."
So we get rid of English (it
seems) and other unspecified arts
programmes here, along with
"learning for learning's sake,"
because "employers continually say
arts students are not learning the
skills society needs." Some employers doubtless do, but it's surprising
the authors don't seem to know that
other employers are saying just the
opposite, that the skills arts students
acquire are just those that are needed, also (and precisely) in business
and the professions. These employers want "broadly educated executives" with "a really firm grounding
in humanities or liberal arts,"
instead of a technical professional
education that leaves most students
"at graduation mentally clumsy, relatively narrow in interest and perspective" and "practically incapable
of analyzing problems and situations in terms of general principles.
They think narrowly in terms of
special formulae and specific cases."
That was 40 years ago, in books
entitled "Toward the Liberally
(ed.
Educated
Executive"
RAGoldwin and C.A. Nelson) and
"Development of Professional
Education: The Principles Which
Have Guided the Reconstruction of
Education at Carnegie Institute of
Technology 1936-1950" (by R. A.
Doherty). Today? The Dean of Arts
and Sciences at the University of
Pennsylvania (an Ivy League school)
reported recently that employers
are saying they "care much more
about the abilities [acquired in the
arts] to analyze and communicate
than they do about job-related
skills."
Some analysis might have suggested to Stinson and Cawsey that
while Laurier as an institution has
many business aspects, if it is simply
"a business," then it should drop
"university" from its name. Further
analysis might have led them to
question whether all those cuts are
really necessary, that maybe there
are sources of revenue the provincial government is deliberately
ignoring, and that maybe those
vaunted across-the-board tax cuts
benefit especially those "elitist,"
"genteel" classes S. and C. think the
arts are (unfortunately) directed to.
Will Laurier's professional students
(assuming they're flush elite) commute to UT or Queen's or Trent to
get their arts (if any)? Will English
majors all study at two or three
Ontario universities? (How sadly
and unfortunately- "provincial.")
Some research might have told S.
-

and C. that Ontario undergraduate
are
programmes
regularly
appraised using outside assessors
and that graduate programmes
(including, at Laurier in arts,
History, English, Religion & Culture)
are provincially appraised every
seven years. These appraisals have
a direct impact on quality at the
undergraduate level. (And dare one
ask whether it matters what effect
"trashing" would have on the people
involved?)

Harold Remus

Opinion hurtful
Dear Editor,
Last week's article entitled "Laurier
needs to Specialize," provoked
many concerns and debates over
the cutbacks occurring at Laurier.
Under the guise of a News
Commentary, (it's actually an editorial since it is predominantly an opinionated and bias article), Cawsey
and Stinson argue that "Corporation
Laurier" should cut most Arts programs or pass them on to Trent
University. I would like to clarify that
Trent University specializes in
Environmental Sciences and Native
Studies, not just Art programs.
Secondly, the English Department at
WLU is not comprised of an "elitist
society" nor do we live in our "own
little world." While it is true that the
Business program provides the predominant funding for Laurier, which
I personally respect, Cawsey and
Stinson seems to forget that English
students provide their T.A skills to
BUS 111 so they can put a fairly
respectable memo together. English
students put much of their valued
time and effort towards various
groups at WLU. Our new President
of the Student's Union is an English
major as well as the new Editor-inChieffor next year's Cord.
The WLU English Department is
not second-rate by any means. It is
well known in North America for its
well rounded program and top of
the line professors. We are all shareholders in "Corporation Laurier."
Each faculty member and their students contribute their time, dedication, and research into making the
corporation more competitive. As I
slowly invest my money into my
department of studies, I intend to
contribute what I can to Laurier
after I graduate.
If the corporation needs to cut
back funds, why not in business?
Hasn't business declined in the last
year in Ontario? Do we really need
a Fine Arts program? Who has the
money to listen to music or look at
art let alone buy it? Religion and
Culture: does the Harris government seem concerned about it?

While the Science sector is thriving,
why not let all of our students transfer to UW even though we just built
a new building for them!
Computers: have one? Then why
take the courses? Oktoberfest teaches us all we need to know about the
German language. And Latin —it's a
dead language so why not slash it
along with the classics? By now,
everyone will agree how stupid, an
assumption like Stinson's and
Cawsey's hurts Laurier as a community of diverse education. I
respect the quality of teaching and
the enthusiasm of my peers in all
ofthe programs offered at Laurier.
Cutbacks are understandable but
hasty remarks are not.

Karrie Whitmore

Writers arrogant
Dear Editor,
In last week's article, "Laurier needs
to specialize", the writers disclose
not only their arrogant and
parochial attitudes about education
and society, but also the amateur
and opinionated nature of their
news reporting.
In their insecure need to elevate
Business students above other faculties, the writers contend that the
English faculty, for example,
"doesn't have to listen to what the
people in the real world are saying."
Moreover, without any evidence or
authority, the writers claim that
employers continually say Arts students are not learning the skills society needs.
Since when have coherent logic,
analytical skills, clear communication of ideas, and insight into current issues not been the skills society

needs?
Since when are the diverse
social, cultural, and historical issues
discussed in so much fiction not a
part of the real world? And since
when does responsible news reporting include misinformed personal
opinion?
Rather than being angry, I pity
the people who really believe that
humans exist to serve the economy
like cogs in a machine. I actually
thought the opposite; I thought the
economy was created to serve
human society, and that imagination
and creative thinking were important. How ridiculous I've been.
Evan Morgan Smith

Editor's note: Due to
space constraints, some
letters submitted this
week have not been
printed in this issue.
Those not appearing will
be printed next week.

Need medical info? Surf the net!
KRYSTYNA FELCZAK
Cord Opinion
Most of us have questions about our
physical and mental well being, but
never make a trip to Health Services
to get a professional answer. But
there is a way you can educate
yourself right from your home or
lab: the Internet! It represents one
of the largest and most powerful
information sources in the world for
the simple reason that almost every
other information source, library,
database and news network is
linked into it. Please note that the

quality, authenticity, currency, and
format of information varies enormously, so you have to verify your
sources. Here are tips on how to get
started:
Lynx is a World Wide Web
browser available on machl and
mach2. Although it does not access
the images and sounds included in
some WWW documents, it does
access all of the textual information.
To use Lynx, type lynx at the mach 1
or mach2 $ prompt. The first
screen you will see is Laurier's
WWW home page. To navigate

through WWW, either select links
from this page or press g (for "get")
and type in a Universal Resource
Locator (URL), two examples of
which are below.
Type http://www.ualberta.ca
/~jhancock/I lealthEd.html. You will
access the University of Alberta
Health Services web site, which
offers information on many health
issues such as nutrition, medical
examinations, and dealing with
stress and depression.
I would strongly recommend this
site since it refers to the Canadian

University environment and is reliable. A second useful address for
similar information
is
at
http://www.okstate.
edu/~shc/shc.htm.
There are also two basic ways to
search for a topic on the Internet.
One is to visit cites that organize
material by topic. Examples can be
found at the Library's WWW page,
"Subject Approach to Internet
Resources. A second way is to
search by keywords, and examples
can be found at the Library's WWW
page, "Internet Search Tools".

No guide can tell you everything
you need to know about the
Internet. The best way to learn is
just to get on line and poke around a
bit.
Before you know it, the Net will
be a natural part of your life like cellular phones and fax machines.
And remember
the electronic
health resources provide many
advantages for you, as they are
available 24 hours, there are no
paper handouts, no travel involved,
and anonymity is guaranteed. Good
luck!
—
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Being Human

The de-humanizing effects
world
on
our
technology
of

Losing touch with ourselves
EVAN MORGAN SMITH
Cord Features
recent
Canadian film
the
In
Margaret's Museum, the industrial
revolution brings not only coal mining to a Nova Scotia town but fears
of death, illness, and poverty. The
lifestyle created by modern technology obliterates Maritime Celtic culture and any chance for meaningful
human connection.
Despite the fact that technology
in 1996 has developed far beyond
the capabilities and demands of a
1940s coal mine, the movie does
provide a timeless message about
everyday life in the modern world.
How does technology affect our
daily lives? Are cultural issues and
human relationships hindered or
improved by technology? It would
be hypocritical and naive to blame
technology for all the problems in
the world. However, life is changing
rapidly and with the advent of the
internet and the information superhighway, it is imperative to make a
pit-stop and consider the way technology shapes our lives.

Technology has indeed come a
long way; it has made life easier,
communication more efficient, and
relationships more convenient. Gone
are the days of hand-writing letters
and posting them with colourful
stamps in envelopes which you can
feel in your hands; it's no longer necessary to rip open an envelope that
perhaps smells of perfume, contains
a photo or a pressed flower. Indeed,
a letter adorned with sketches or a
little niece's stickers are substituted
by an invisible byte of computer
memory.
Dull characters on a robotic
screen have replaced the millions of
unique styles of hand-writing that
express something about their
author. Gone are the minute traces
of a hand shaky with nervousness,
or excitement. Even the passionate
burning of letters has been replaced
by dangerously convenient delete
and backspace keys. And then there
are addresses.
Instead of your full name, followed by a street name filled with
memories, and a town that evokes

bers. It takes an over active imagination to make any personal associations with this kind of meaningless
computer identification. A chill manufactured gust blows away my smile
when the attendant at the C.T.B.
print room asks, "are you smito6oB,
or mcew27o3 ?".
I've tried to imagine that these
impersonal digits are really my
secret service code name in a James
Bond world of espionage, but it just
doesn't work.
Actually, espionage is appropriate to the atmosphere of surveil-

power" in our society.
For Foucault, power is dangerously pervasive and facilitates the
spread of the sometimes harmful
attitudes and ideas in our society.
The internet, then is an easy way for
structures of power to manipulate
and intervene in our private and
direct connection with one another.
Despite the possibility that your
intimate correspondence with
someone is being monitored, e-mail
remains a great substitute for a visit
during a busy day in a fast paced
world. Computers and the internet
have become so useful that people
are even replacing the office with
the convenience and comfort of a

lance and authorization that the

home computer.

internet creates when it demands
you to 'login'.
The internet, with its unregulated distribution of information and
complete lack of personal privacy
gives strangers the ability to access
your old e-mail. This emphasizes
what philosopher Michel Foucault

The satirical conscience of our
culture, The Simpsons, illustrates
this very issue when Homer discovers that his job at the nuclear power
plant can be done from a computer
at home. After purchasing a Dom
Delouise outfit to accommodate his
consequent obesity, Homer becomes

thoughts of your favourite deeply
rooted tree, you are defined by part
of your last name and some num-

called the "permanent visibility that lazy, unpleasant and socially disassures the automatic functioning of abled as he sits at home alone, away

from contact with others. Of course,
the computer fails, and with his
newly acquired girth, Homer narrowly averts a nuclear disaster by
physically plugging a hole in the wall
of the nuclear reactor. His physical
presence proves to be critical to all
of society.
Physical presence, as opposed to
absence in the form of death, is pre-

cisely what makes relationships and
even memories meaningful for
Margaret in the film Margaret's
Museum. And really, how far from
death is it to be constantly staring at
an unfeeling computer screen?
In case you think that I'm being
far too serious and critical of modern technology, I will admit that I
love e-mail, as it has helped me to
become better acquainted with my
cousins in Australia.
Moreover, I'm sure I'm not the
only person who is now expressing
himself more often through quick
and easy electronic correspondence

with friends.
I believe that this increase in
writing can only improve the psychological health of a fast paced
world, providing of course, that people remember they are flesh and
blood- not plastic and wire.

humanity

Redefining
ANN HUSKINSON
Cord Features
Does technology run our lives?
Some would argue no, but can you
seriously picture your life without
technology? The Mennonites come
close to a technologically free existence. But even then, I have witnessed them buying products that

modern 'homo sapiens' for the most
part would not have evolved, or
retained their existence for that

without technology.
Without fire, would cavemen
have been able to successfully fend
off predators such as bears and
tigers, who would seek out shelter in
caves occupied by humans?
Without tools, would the human
hand have developed into such a
matter,

have been produced by technological means. The real question may
be whether technology is adaptive precise mechanism? I think not.
And then there is medical
or stagnating. Some may argue that
research,
humans,
which would suffer greatly
technology dehumanizes
but to state this is to begin an examiwithout present technology. Human
illnesses and viruses are growing in
nation of what defines "human".
The answer is to be found by exponential numbers, but without
searching the lines of our descent. the cures and treatments that we do
have, we would be in an even
Anyone with even a slight acquainworse position. There are so many
tance of physical anthropology
that
the
would be forced to realize
wonderful things which have devel12 March 20,1996 theCord

oped as a product of technological
innovation: space shuttles and satellites, the defiance of gravity, humans
walking on the moon, communication devices (telephones, televisions,
satellites, computers), to only name
a few.
It should not to be forgotten that
human genius is behind all of these
innovations, and that we are the
producers of technology. If we are in
fact being de-humanized, it is the
human race dehumanizing themselves. Perhaps, we are simply
redefining what it means to be
human, or adapting to an everchanging world.
On the other hand, as the world
grows more complex, many of us
are left struggling to keep up. Our
belief system may lead us to ignore

technology personally, but professionally it is unavoidable.
As far as I'm concerned, technology certainly has its benefits, but it
also has its downfalls. One of the
benefits in my life involves the medical profession. My mother will soon
be undergoing a complex surgical
procedure, which years ago would
be considered a high-risk operation.
However with advanced technology,

the risk factor has decreased significantly and the outcome looks positive. On the downside, I think technology leads many to forget about
the simple pleasures of life. When
was the last time you were able to
submit a hand written essay, leaving
you plenty of time for the finer
things in life, such as taking a nice
long stroll on a gorgeous spring

afternoon? A fantasy, indeed.
Instead of sitting in front of your
computer screen or absorbing radiation from your television, you could
be exploring the natural wonders of
the world.
Canada is ranked as one of the best
places to live in the world, yet so
many of us take this for granted. We
are so busy with our fast-paced and
don't-have-time-to-breathe lives that
we forget about mother nature in all
her splendor. The real question is
whether you let technology control
you or whether you choose to control it. It is necessary, and certainly
advantageous, to utilize technology
for some life tasks. But at the same
time, it's important to take time
away from all the hustle and bustle
of life to return to your natural roots.

(Feature)

Tailor-made

DAVID POPOVICH
Cord Features
What is it that makes us who we
are? Is it simply our related biology?
Our social identity? Or is it more
than that? No longer is necessity the
mother of invention, as the need for
convenience now takes its place.
Today's society has surpassed its
need for technology as a means of
survival, making technology the
master of its makers.
We are a culture which thrives
on our advances, unfortunately,
these advances have become more
of a novelty. We are driven by entertainment and amusement, hence
our technology becomes reflective of
our whims. As a result stream-lining
or enhancing present technology
has become a social norm, as well
as a financial dilemma. Maintaining
the leading edge or keeping up with
the trends in technology equals the
importance ofsocial correctness and
fashionability. In essence, technology
has become nothing more than a
bigger toys for bigger kids. Of course
we can't deny a great deal of
advancement in fields concerned

with saving human lives or decreasing mortality rates, however this is
minute in relation to all the trivial
tech that's out there.
In the past the struggle for survival placed a great deal of limitation
on peoples lives. Much of our current technology has given individuals an immense amount freedom.
With this freedom many ethical concerns have come. In countries such
as China, traditionally when a child
is born a son is preferred over a
daughter. This has resulted in the
murder of many potential female
children, however technology has
provided what some may consider a
solution. With advances in genetic
technology parents can now choose
the sex of the child. As this technology advances further the colour of
the child's eyes and hair, as well as
other physical characteristics could
be chosen. This raises many ethical
and social questions, as to whether
this genetic manipulation is right.
What people don't realize is that
there are two sides to technology;
the side that benefits our lives and
the part that tears away at the

Rain or
shine,
the
green's
always
dry for
a good
game
of golf.

lifestyles

human soul. Consider what the virtual reality industry has done to confine the living body and dull the
human spirit. You are tapped into a
machine designed to deceive your
perception of reality and the most
p

a.

l

.r

fantastical of experiences
•

are only phantom sounds
and images projected on
glacial screens. With this
type of technology one can
experience almost any
human event from the
comfort of your own
home. Who needs to leave
home when they can gain
all that sensory input via |
a little electronic wonder |
Computers have extend- 1
ed much too far into the |
fabric of our culture. |
From their earliest
beginnings, they took us
to the farthest reaches of The world
the universe, now they're
keeping us locked in our own homes
experiencing life here on Earth; a
life that we could easily lead without
the artificiality of technology.
The virtual world has become
too overwhelming for its own good.
It has created an environment
which is simply a poor simulation of
our real world. The exhileration of
skiing on a brisk winter morning or
going out on a warm spring day for
a country drive can now be experienced in the virtual reality world.

Our lives are being drained by the

technology we have created. It may
not be that safe to walk the streets,
but our technology has given us
another excuse to stay inside. No
one should lead such an inactive life
confined to a piece of leisure tech-

These "sex games" make the most
intimate of all human experiences a
public show. Once again the real life
element is overshadowed by the
simulated reality of this publicly
accessible medium. Relationships
become meaningless and cold. Love
and emotion have lost sub-

of virtual reality invades our own...
nology. Imagine an entire society
imprisoned by their technology; this
is a real possibility.
Not only does this destroy the
individual as a person, but it dissolves the interpersonal relationships between all people.
Unfortunately, the saddest part of
this is that our technology even has
an answer for loneliness. If you've
picked up any computer magazine
lately it's difficult not to avoid pages
littered with virtual sex programs.

stance in this counterfeit environment.
Technology is an important element which has become intertwined
within our society. Our culture
inspires technology and technology
influences our civilization.
However, we must be wary of
advancements and maintain control
of them, for without this control we
could quickly become slaves to our
own technology.

Running with Scissors

Cord Features

Automation
DAVID POPOVICH
Cord Features
Have the machines we've created
become monsters of our own
demise? Many believe that all those

Buck Rogers Hash Gordon fancy
technology have propelled our society into a world of simple enjoyment
and relaxation. Sure, those modern
conveniences have made our lives a
bit easier for some, but just think of
all those people who have lost their
jobs in big industry as robotics has
moved in to replace them. They
may have a more convenient life as
they wait in long stretches of the
unemployment line. A handful of
mechanical devices can eliminate
hundreds, even thousands of effective, dedicated human employees.
Can one actually claim that this is
-

-

progress?

Revolutions have often taken

lives, the most destructive has been
the technological revolution of the
twentieth century. Advances in technology have cost a great deal more
as people have lost not simply their
lives, but perhaps more importantly

their livelihoods. Imagine returning
home after fifteen or twenty years
with the same company to tell your
spouse and four kids that you just
lost your job to a robotic arm.

A piece of metal has made you
obsolete. After years of hard work
and dedication your experience and
knowledge mean absolutely nothing
to your employer. Now all that you
have worked for is gone. No thank
you's. No awards. No benefits.
An individual who has just
begun in the industiy oris using this
position as a stepping stone will not
suffer as much as those of the older
generation. For those unfortunate
many the search for a new line of
work has just been made all the
more difficult. With an education
that may fall far short of today's
high standards and a work ethic
which doesn't measure up to the
cut-throat tactics of the nineties,
these veterans of the working world
struggle for survival.
As the world moves faster and
technology expands to all comers of
society this new age creates a
mechanized culture built on metal
and wires. Unfortunately, there is a
growing tendency to ignore that
which does not effect us. As human
beings we should never let ourselves lose sight of that which
makes us who we are. For one day
you may have to tell your family
that life just became a struggle
because of a machine.
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Weis wins prestigious TSN award
PETE ROBINSON
Cord Sports
In a season of ups and downs that
saw much more of the latter,
Laurier point guard Tony Weis
capped a personally successful season last Thursday by being presented with the Ken Shields TSN Award.
The award is presented to the
student athlete who best combines
basketball skills, academics, and
community service. Weis, who finished his second season for Laurier
in February after spending a year at
Bryant College in Rhode Island,
averaged 11 points per game and 6
assists.
Off the court, Weis maintained a
straight A ledger, en route to a
cumulative 11 point GPA. In addition, the Waterloo native was a Big

Brother.
The award was presented as

part of the National Championship
Festivities in Halifax last weekend.
The Brandon Bobcats took the
National Championship by disposing
of the Alberta Golden Bears 79-72.
The Bobcats used their tremendous athleticism and some great
shooting to defeat the two time
defending champs, who had beaten

the top ranked ÜBC Thunderbirds
in the semi-finals.
Earlier the T-Birds beat the
Golden Bears in the Canada West
final.
Brandon got to the final by dropping UofT in the semis.
McMaster, Ontario's top-ranked
entrant into the tourney, was a huge
disappointment, dropping an opening round game to .Alberta and a
consolation game to Concordia, finishing last in the tournament.
The Bobcats, who had six players in double figures in scoring,
showed the schism that is developing between schools across the

country.
Jerry Hemming's squad had a
total of seven players from the
Toronto area, including MVP Keith

Vassel.
The fact that places like Brandon
have the capacity to lure athletes to
their school, shows that the financial
assistance offered by their institutions is having an effect.
"There's no question..." said
Laurier Basketball coach Gary
Jeffries. "The financial incentive to
go there is clearly a factor."

PIC
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Laurier's Tony Weis (number 30, shown in action earlier this year) garnered the TSN Ken Shields award.
The award honours skills, academics and community service.

Laurier tops UW in powderpuff
Women's football provides a pleasant surprise
JIM DONNELLY
Cord Sports
When sports editor Pete Robinson
gave me the assignment of covering
the first ever Powder Puff football
All-Star game between Laurier and
Waterloo, I'll admit I was skeptical.
Besides being obscure, out of the
ordinary, and obscure, it seemed
like a very obscure sport for the
Cord to report on.
In time, however, my perceptions were soon to change.
The game was played at 1:00
pm at University Stadium, during a
beautiful afternoon last Saturday. I
arrived at the Stadium totally
expecting a slow moving game that
lacked intensity. How could a
league called "Powder Puff' provide
anything more, I thought.
What was actually presented
was quite the opposite. The Laurier
women played an exciting, hard-hit-

ting game versus the Waterloo AllStar squad that was competitive
from start to finish, entertaining
everyone in the 50+ crowd.
The two teams played fairly even
football in the first half of the game,
with both crews getting chances to
score. It was Laurier, though, who
was able to capitalize on one of their

chances.
After a series of rushes by the
cornerstone of the Laurier offense
running back Kim Notarfranco
Michelle Human took the ball and
ran it in for a touchdown from about
10 yards out as the half drew to a
close. Laurier would not give up the
lead for the remainder ofthe game.
The second half was played just
as well as the first. Even though
there was not much scoring (the
only action on the scoreboard came
when the Waterloo quarterback
was sacked in the end zone for a
-

-,

two point safety), there were plenty
of big hits and nice plays by both
teams. Laurier eventually went on
to win the game 9-0
a well
deserved shutout for the team's
-

defense.
The Laurier offense was based
entirely on the rush. At least 90% of
the plays called were on the ground,
a good three quarters of those to
Notarfranco, but somehow the
Waterloo defense still couldn't stop
the predictable but talented Laurier
offensive unit.
Organizing and refereeing the
game, which was "all for fun"
according to Laurier head coach
David Sguigna, were the Lettermen.
"I think everyone involved had fun
today, and we're working very hard
to try and make it an annual event"
said Sguigna. The assistant Laurier
coaches were Chris Worobeck, Mike
Van Bussel, Shawn Crisp, and Rob

Golfrange at Stadium
SCOTT CULLEN

Cord Sports
now
provides an alternative
Laurier

to the driving range for golf enthusiasts. At University Stadium, a hitting
net has been set up to practice one's
go3f swing, or to just have some iun.
The teas are set up like a traditional driving range, complete with
Astroturf and rubber tees. However,
the net catches oil the shots, making
it difficult to determine the distance
of the shot. While part of the fun of a
driving range is measuring the distance of your sliots. you must judge

simply by how well you liit the ball.
The net is indoors, protected
from the elements, and allows for
14 March 20,
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unique private practice. At this time
of the year, when outdoor golf is virtually nonexistent, the hitting net
gives the eager golfer a head start.
For those who think their game
could use some improvement,
lessons can be arranged by appointment, and are provided on Monday
and Wednesday evenings. Mark
Maue, the teaching pro at Foxwood,
offers his services at $15 per hour
for Laurier students with an AC
membership, half die going rate for
personalized golf lessons. Video
equipment can also be used during
the lesson, to tape and analyze your
swing.
I/ssons are not the only use (or

the hitting net For those who wish
to enjoy the simple recreation of
hammering away at golf balls, the
net can just as easily accommodate
them. No one says yon must be
preparing for your tour card in
order to step up and unleash your
vengeance on a tiny, defenseless,
white ball. That in itself can be
enjoyable.
The hitting net is an economical
and fun way to work on your golf
game. Hitting times can be reserved
by calling 884-0710 ext. 3427 or
3732.
Hours are Sunday to Friday 1111 and Saturday 11-6. Cost Is $5 for
35 minutes.

Underhill.
The Powder Puff league features

brand of
football that has been automatically
given a bad rep by people who think
that "girls can't play football," myself
an aggressive, exciting

included.

My experience is but one example of an average sports fan who
entered doubtful, but came out
extremely impressed. Every other
fan who likes to watch an entertaining game of football will no doubt
come away with a similar opinion.

Indoor soccer
all Laurier
MATT LAUDER
SPECIAL TO THE CORD
For the Laurier Men's Indoor Soccer
Team, this winter was a season of
sheer brilliance and fantastic

results.
With the experience and knowledge of the outdoor season just
behind them, Laurier strove to capture the league title at Kitchener
Indoor Soccer Park with a 15-0-1

record.
Throughout the regular season,
Laurier played a fine technical and
tactical game that focused on pushing the ball around, slowing up play,
and creating space.
Such a manner of play is vital in
indoor soccer. In a game with small
playing surfaces, forcing the ball up
the field is unacceptable it must be
played into space.
Laurier's success can also be
attributed to the depth and experience of the fullback and midfield
lines. With the likes of Mark
Mathies, Mike Burton, Dave Papa,
Bruce Knight, Rob O'Brien, Andy
Warrack, Mike Johnston, Oliver
Biikvic, Dom Clamp, and Joe Wey,
-

you have a central core of players
with plenty of varsity experience.
These players have a level of composure and skill that translates into

results.

With an average of 1.9 goals
against a game, Laurier's success is
also due to the goalkeeping abilities
of Sean Fagen. In the indoor game,
such results are simply phenomenal.
This was also a season that saw
newcomers Jimmy Govanis, Steve
Chapman, and Rob Lauzon produce
some fantastic goals. Even Matthew
Lauder, who suffered a broken leg
last summer, showed an ability to
find the back of the net.
However, Laurier's success is
also the result of the off-field efforts
by Sonny's Drive-Inn and Sleaman's.

Without their sponsorship, Laurier
would not have been able to field a
team.

The Laurier Indoor Team is now
focusing on seizing the playoff title.
Laurier makes their start at 12:30
Sunday, March 24, at Kitchener
Soccer Park on Homer Watson
Drive.

(Sports)

PETE ROBINSON
Cord Sports
Laurier's Rugby team secured four spots on
the OUAA Rugby All-Star team announced last
week.
Securing spots as forwards were Fraser
Chapman at prop, Lane Gardner at hooker,
and Ethan Gucfa at eight-man. Paul
Macdonnell was selected at fullback.
The team finished the year at 4-3, but due
to the somewhat curious playoff structure,
Division II teams only make the playofls if they
win their division. Laurier finished tied for
third, out of the playoffs.
As expected, division winner Carleton had
the most selections in Division II with six, and
Queen's had the most selections on the first
team with seven. Barclay Luke, younger
brother of Laurier football player Jarret Luke,
was a selection on the first team. Luke is an
inside center for York.
Nash a posterboy: To put in perspective the
difference between sports in American and
Canadian schools, The Cord, along with all
other Canadian universities, has received a fax
from Santa Clara University every couple of
weeks since the new year began.
It is part of an
effort of the SCU
Sports
Promotional
office to increase
point guard Steve

Nash's visibility

in

University Sports Notebook

his native country
The fax usually is
8-10 pages in
length and details
all the accomplishments of Nash and
his teammates.
SCU has only
5,000 students, bul
has been traditionally been a strong
basketball school.

They
upset
Maryland in the opening round of the NCAA
tournament, but then lost to Kansas in the second round.
Hockey coaches recommend changes: The
annual coaches meeting of coaches took place
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a couple of weeks ago at the National
Championships.
The coaches took measures to try and correct a problem that inhibits them from recruiting top-notch Major Junior grads. The proposal has been dubbed the so-called "Dave
LeMay" rule, and says that players who have
played at the pro level who are still 20 or
younger, can play in the OUAA without having
to sit out a calendar year.
LeMay, was a player who was heavily
recruited by Ontario schools last year. He finished the season playing for the Adirondack
Red Wings of the AHL after his junior season
was over, and subsequently had to sit out a
year. He then went to UPEI, where he didn't
have to miss a year's action.
The rule is expected to clear the way for
the players who elect to play a year of pro
hockey after their junior eligibility runs out. In
the past, many players have elected to go elsewhere outside Ontario after playing more than
the allowable five games in the minor pro circuit. Such was the case with Shayne McCosh,
who almost came to Laurier a year ago, but
instead elected to play in the East Coast
league. McCosh is now a leading defenceman in the ECHL,
and has seen some
action in the AHL.
He has taken
courses at Laurier
in the past, and if
he wants to come
here full-time he
would theoretically be free to do
so without sitting
out the year.
Interestingly,
some players
have
joined
minor-league
pro teams in the
past week after
their
junior
teams
were
eliminated from playoff contention. They too,
would qualify for university play with any rule
change.
The proposal needs to be approved by
Athletic Directors across the league before it
becomes official.
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Rugby quartet
captures
all-star spots
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join The Student
Publications Staff
Cord
Features Editor

Keystone
Editor-in-Chief
Asst. Editor
Sales Manager
Special Events Editor
Administration
A / R Clerk
Art Director

Applications and Job Descriptions are available
in the Cord Offices (third floor, 5.U.8.)
Applications Close March 29, 1996 at 4:30 pm.

Next week, baby.
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(Sports)

Leafs Talk: Wendel is
back but is he for real?
JASON PAUL
Cord Sports
Leaf fans have gotten their wish.
Number 17 is now back in the familiar blue and white, and ready to
relive the glory days. But can he still
do it?
ISSUE 1: WHY? It was only twenty
months ago that Leafs Talk was
writing about the trade that brought
a promising star in Mate Sundin to
Toronto, for an aging forward who
had peaked the previous season.
There was talk around the city that
the Buds had an excellent talent to
build around, and that Lord Stanley
would soon be paraded down Yonge
St.
No one can dispute the fact that
VVendels presence has been sorely
missed there was no spark on a
team that had all of a sudden aged
tremendously. It probably was a
mistake to trade him originally, so
did Fletcher bow to fan pressure to
bring back this icon? Most likely, but
this team was sinking fast.
He brought in gritty veterans like
Muller and Gagner. He fired an
immensely popular coach in Pat
Bums. This latest move should be
the final piece of the puzzle.
ISSUE 2: The Deal This will always
be known as the Wendel deal, but
the acquisition ofMathieu Schneider
was key. He is only 26, has good
offensive skills, and possesses a
mean streak
what else do you

years. Schneider is better than
Jonnson, although that may change
in a few years. Haggerty for Smith
looks pretty straight up, but we'll
have to wait

want in a defenseman?
Sure, it was a blow to lose Kenny
Jonnson, but Grapes had it right

when he said he wasn't the secondcoming of Bobby Orr. Darby
Hendrickson is no
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opening the two buildings?
PRO TIP OF THE WEEK: To all you
young forwards out there, don't
coast on the back check, or your
goalie will hate you.

Say friggin what
Apparently being coach of
the Leafs doesn't warrant
the respect it has had in the
last couple of years anymore.
Recently, Nick Beverly
and his assistants sat down
to look at the satellite feed
of a couple of upcoming
opponents. The coaches
soon discovered that the
games weren't on because

the local cable company
had cut service to the shrine
at Church and Carleton.
It turns out that a
Gardens employee had
ordered several adult films
from the local company
from the coach's office.
When the bill was not paid
they cut the service.
Puts a new spin on the
Pat Burro'firing doesn't it?

With an Amigo Pager, you can be
in class, at the library, going to
K
work anywhere you need to beSand still receive all your important
messages. Now for only $79.95,
HH j| you can have your own Amigo
Pager with just al2 month
I
commitment. And with our
numeric airtime package of
|
$9.95*/month, giving you
M unlimited numeric messages, you
won't miss an important message
a 9ain - ®° '* y° u ''^ e
freedom
HVyIS
of going where you want, when
|
y°u want, then get an Amigo
Pager the simplest, most
affordable way to stay in touch.
|
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Student Id
Pager #
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Mail to: Cantel Amigo Paging c/o Prodco 701 Evans Ave. Toronto, ON M9C IA3

*Applicable taxes extra. Cancellation Charge: $7.50 x
the remaining months of the 12 month commitment
For complete details see your Amigo Paging dealer.
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Celluland
500 Fairway Rd. S.
Kitchener (519)893-0202

CCCS Kitchener
1120 Victoria St. N„ Unit
Kitchener (519)579-6333
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Coupon has no cash value and cannot be redeemed for cash. Offer expires June 15, 1998.
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Leafs dump him and his hefty contract on the Devils for a couple of
crummy draft picks. Fletcher says it

not pay Andreychuk for the final
month and dump him in the off-season? An extra scoring winger, even
a slumping one, would have been
invaluable in the playoffs.
QUESTION MARKS Who else didn't
go wild (even if you hate the trade)
when Clarkie potted that goal
Friday night? Did diffie fall asleep
in the McSorley sweepstakes?
Mickey Mouse could do a better
job as GM in LA Ferraro as their
#1 centre? Did the Devils quietly
become a front runner with the
Andreychuk and Housley deals?
Explain Mr. Keenan: Hawerchuk
for MacTavish?? Did anyone else
have goosebumps watching the
Canadien superstars closing and
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and see. That draft pick
(ouch) looks like a winner in a year
that is stacked with talent.
But look what Wendel is going to
bring to this team. He's not the player he once was, but for a guy who
can only turn it up a notch for a few
shifts a game, his desire filters over
to every other player on the bench.
Worried about the future? By the
time this team is too old, Cliffie will
dig into the Carlton St. coffers and
buy a few players. With expanded

loss, third and fourthliners are a dime a dozen.
The loss of Sean Haggerty
depletes the Leafe North American
system even further but this D.J.
Smith character sounds like a gem
tough and nasty. That first-rounder
Qiffie gave up in the '97 draft was a
tough pill to swallow (can anyone
say Tom Kurvers?).
ISSUE 3: WHO WON? Probably the
Islanders...but not for at least five

Lv,y
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was necessary to make room for the
$3.4 million in contracts he was
taking on, but if he was really serious
about taking a run this year, why

free agency it is not necessary to
build through the farm anymore.
ISSUE 3: ANDREYCHUK Bad move
by Giffie.

±|

If the romance ends where your acne begins, it's time to
take serious action. Your dermatologist has treatment
programs designed for even the worst acne conditions.
See your dermatologist today, or call 1 800 470 ACNE
for free information about available treatments.

ENTERTAINMENT

McLuhan shares his pop-think

WHITE

ANDREW

McLuhan puts his John Hancock
on Comm. Studies books.

including The Medium is the
Massage. He also founded the
McLuhan Institute last year, and is
currently the institute's director.
What did surprise some was
that McLuhan was not there to
speak about his fathers work, nor to
promote his new book. Instead, he
introduced his audience to his latest
interest: synaesthesia. Synaesthesia
is a condition in which stimulation of
one sense results in stimulation of
many senses. A synaesthetic could
smell toast when presented with the
colour blue, or feel sandpaper when
they heard a specific voice.
How does synaesthesia relate to
media? "Synaesthesia is the Holy
Grail of interactive media designers," McLuhan told listeners. He
described the race to create newer
and more exciting multimedia as

the race to simulate the condition.
himself as
eminently quotable as his father.
The audience went away with
phrases like "simply brushing information against information creates
wealth," and "money is obsolete
because it stores work, and work
and jobs are obsolete. We need
credit cards: they store information."
The point that will stay in the
minds of those present, was
Mcl.uhan's revelation that artists are
the people best equipped to deal
with the glut of new media. "Artists
show us how to coexist with these
new media without destroying our
previous achievements," he stated.
"The artist spends all their time
training their sensibilities. We need
to learn how to use that for navigaIn doing so, he proved

tion [in the information age.]"
Essentia] McLuhan was, of
course, available for purchase after
the lecture, and McLuhan signed
copies while chatting with interested
members ofthe audience. The book
should prove fascinating to anyone
who has mulled over McLuhan isms
such as "the medium is the message," and 'hot and cold media'. In
four parts, the reader is introduced
to "Culture as Business," "Print and
the Electric Revolution," "The Oral
McLuhan", and "Culture and Art."
Essential McLuhan is not a light
read. In the words of the editors, it
"requires that (lie user be willing to
unlearn some things," but for any
who need a concise introduction to
the thoughts of the "high priest of
pop-think," it's an invaluable addition to one's library.

Del Dente far...but worthy
stocked bar that towers over the
restaurant.
Our server, Adrienne, was the
closest thing to the perfect hostess
we've had all year. She was very
attentive, cheerful and knowledgeable about the extensive menu. She
showed grace and poise as she
told George that
they were fresh
out of mussels...
Not bad for a
Western grad.
We
began
with the huge,
and we mean
HUGE, bread roll
that was baked
and served in a
clay flower pot. We were also given
the choice of three butters: whipped,
apple and cinnamon, and herb and
garlic. This all came free with our
meal!

We started our meals with great
appetizers. Joel had the escargots
served on phyllo with a tomato basil
sauce, sauteed mushrooms, and
white wine. In Joel's own words,
'Some of the best escargots I've ever
had.. Absolutely fantastic!'

The main portions of our meals
Joel had the
wood
Portofino: a
oven- baked
gourmet pizza topped with smoked
salmon, artichokes, bok choy, and
red onion, served with a spicy tomato sauce. The
combination of
spices and huge
slices of salmon
made for an
excellent pizza.
Joel highly recommends it.
George
opted for a
more traditional
dish, the Shrimp Fettuccini. If you
are going to get an appetizer with
your meal...do not get the full size
portion. If George had ordered the
full size, he would have been eating
it all week for lunch. The Del Dente
chef wasn't stingy with the shrimp
were enormous.

I

JOEL LYNN AND
GEORGE RAPTIS
Cord Entertainment
After strong recommendations from
our readers, we headed off to the
corner of Fairway Road and King
Street to a restaurant hidden underneath the Charcoal Steak House: Del
Dente.
We actually had a hard time getting into the restaurant. We walked
around the parking lot a couple of
times until we figured out that we
could have gone in from the main
level of the building...oops.
When you do finally get inside,
you will be pleasantly surprised with
how nicely the dining room is decorated. The interior is finished with
classic Italian charm. Copper and
oak trim the dining room, and
colourful murals crown the tops of
tables. Another impressive feature
to note is the elaborate and fully

I
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ANDREW WHITE
Cord Entertainment
The teachings of Marshall McLuhan
are currently enjoying a renewal of
interest. They have been the subject
of a cover article in Wired, a CDROM published by Voyager and
Southam Infolabs, and the recent
book Essential McLuhan, a compilation of his most memorable writings
and interviews co-edited by Eric
McLuhan and Frank Zingrone.
It was no surprise, then, that Eric
McLuhan's lecture, sponsored by the
English and Communication Studies
departments and the Cultural
Affairs Committee, attracted many
people, including Laurier students
and faculty, local media, and business people. Eric McLuhan collaborated with his father on six works,

George
opted for the Saganaki: a piece of
kefelotiri cheese flambeed at your
table...ifthe lighter works. Adrienne
had a little trouble with her lighter,
but recovered nicely. Two thumbs
up.

either. George could have made a
meal of the shrimp alone. Though
we had no room for dessert, we did
try the coffee...served in a mug the
size of a soup bowl. It was just
another one of the many nice touches that complement the restaurant.
Although not near Laurier, Del
Dente is worth a trip with either
friends, family or a date. It's an
'upscale casual' restaurant. This
means that everything is beautiful
from the painted tables, to the cutlery, to the food, but you don't need
to dress up.
You may pay a little more than
your average restaurant, but given
the portion size and the overall
quality of both the food and restaurant, we cannot classify this restaurant as 'expensive'.
It's one of the best restaurants
we've reviewed all year. We both
strongly recommend it!

Hijinks and hysteria
in The Birdcage
AARON HUNTER
Cord Entertainment
Robin Williams finally plays the
straight man. . . sort of. The
Birdcage, Mike Nichols' reinvention
of La Cage Aux Folles, is the story of
a head-on collision between conservative American values and flamboyant drag culture. All the old
homosexual stereotypes are paraded in full view, and a choice few are
enthusiastically trashed.
The situation is this: a boy
returns from college to tell his dad
he wants to get married. His father,
Armand (Robin Williams), is gay. His
mother", the intense and effemi-

nate Albert (Nathan Lane), is also
very, very gay. In fact, Albert is an
extremely talented drag queen.
Wrench in the works #1: The
girl's father (Gene Hackman) is an
ultra-conservative senator with a
thing for 'morals'. Wrench in the
works #2: The senator and his family are coming to town to check out
the prospective in-laws. Wrench in
the works #3: Nathan Lane's Albert
is an emotional atom bomb prone to
frequent fits of despair, jealousy,
fear, irritation and icy rage. He is a
train-wreck waiting to happen.
Watching Williams and the others try to avert disaster proves very
interesting. Williams seems to be
the ringmaster, leading the rest of

the cast in and out of their hilarious
visual bits and their over-the-top
lines of dialogue.
A good chunk of this film showcases Williams' considerable abilities as a serious actor; I remember
how surprised and pleased 1 was to
stumble on his strong supporting
role in Dead Again, not to mention
Awakenings and others. He's reigning himself in here, giving weight to
the 'be yourself message, opening
the door for Lane's effeminate tour
de force.
I'd criticize Lane here for overacting, but that's what liis character
is all about: drama. His attempts to
turn himself into a man's man are
hilarious. The facial expressions. . .
the walk. Oh, boy.

As you might well imagine,
things get pretty complicated and
the lies start flying in all directions
when the summit of the in-laws
begins. "Oh, what a tangled web we
weave" and all that stuff: a million
things go wrong, and the fate of a
marriage depends on it all going
right.
I don't have many comments
regarding the performances of
Hackman as the senator, Dianne
Wiest as his wife, or any of the others.

They move the plot along just

fine. Their infrequent jokes pale in
comparison with Lane's visual and
vocal hysteria, and Williams' extraordinary skill in handling a scene.
In The Birdcage, what you get is

the sort of hijinks you see in the
trailer, combined with a sensitivity
to feeling and a sincere message of
tolerance for others.
No one in this film is as simple
as they seem, and the comic resolution of these mistaken identities
gives us both a good laugh and a
wake-up call.
The homosexuals in this movie
are not promiscuous, threatening
weirdos. They are parents; they are
themselves. The right-wing politician and his wife are not evil idiots.
My only complaint is that there
seems to be an awful lot of memorable 'moments', and not enough
continuity and flow. Maybe that's
just what life is like when you're a
drag queen in South Beach.
theCord March 20,1996
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A memoir of fear and revenge
SCOTT STINSON
Cord Entertainment

"Sleepers"
Lorenzo Carcaterra
Ballentine Books, $8.99 (paperback)
1995

"I sat across the table from the man
who had battered and tortured and
brutalized me nearly thirty years
before."
With that striking statement,
Lorenzo Carcaterra begins his story.
Sleepers, his memoirs, is many
things. It is an absorbing account of
how the author and his three
friends approach their teens in the

Hell's Kitchen, New York of the late
60s. After the four boys find themselves serving a year in an upstate
New York youth detention center, it
becomes a shocking narrative of
abuse at the hands of guards bent
on control, 1 2 inally, after a chance
encounter twelve years later, it turns
into a lesson in exacting revenge.
While the book is clearly divided
into three separate parts, it never
loses its momentum. Just when you
get a feel for life as a youth in Hells
Kitchen, the boys are thrown into a
new hell, the Wilkinson Home for
Boys. Once they get out, their elaborate plan for revenge is as complex
and surprising as the best fiction

suspense novels.
Emotionally, it is the time inside

author's most powerful writing.
Despite the mild-mannered name, it
is essentially a youth jail. Within its
walls, the boys come to long for the
routine violence and poverty that
they once knew in their old neighbourhood. The guards in the jail
wield absolute power. They answer
to no one but themselves, and they
use fear as their tool to keep the
boys in line. Since the author and
his friends were young (twelve arid
thirteen years old) and from a tough

neighbourhood, they became

Wilkinson that brings out the

favourite targets of the guards.
Youth jail or not, Wilkinson might
as well have been Alcatraz.
But this is no self-pitying account

of how the system failed four young
boys. They don't just whine about
they way things should have been.
Twelve years after their release,
after the boys have made lives for
themselves, they devise a plan to
expose the horrors that happened
inside the walls of Wilkinson.
It is here where the book really
takes off. Many novels that are
based on true stories can shock and
depress the reader. Few give them
the opportunity to root for payback.
And root you will.
"Sleepers" is Carcaterra's second
novel. Few authors write such a
strong book early in their careers.
Few have such a story to tell.
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Dear TNT,
I live at home with my parents, and
every time they go out my boyfriend
comes over. The problem is that
whenever we are about to get
together, my little brother and sister
want to come in my room and play.
How do 1 get them to leave us alone
without having them figure out what
my boyfriend and I arc up to and

consequently telling my parents?

Signed,
I want to Play Too
Dear / want to Ptay Too,
Now that, you are at university, your

your life, and to get a good grade
you must treat it as though you are
awaiting a final exam.
Overlearning, as taught in psychology, can be a useful tool in mastering
the art of sex. Let your brother and
sister know how eager you are to
pass this course. lam sure they will
leave you alone to study with your
partner. Remember that study
groups can be fun as well as useful
too. Do some cramming before the
exam and 1am sure the results will
be very..,satisfying!

sittings should understand that you

TNT
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You are getting very sleepy...
KATHY CAWSEY
Cord Entertainment
Trees, fish, soap dishes, small furry
animals.... they were all on stage at
the Turret last Wednesday. The
audience couldn't see any of it, but
we were told they were there. But
the people on stage could certainly
see tliem.
The weird thing is, the people on
stage actually thought they were
trees, fish, small furry animals, and
various other wild and wacky
tilings.
Welcome to the world of Mike
Mandel, self-styled mentalist.
Mandel is a hypnotist who makes
liis volunteers/victims believe and do
anything he says. Mandel's incessant rapid patter combined with die
antics of the people on stage to
make the evening a hilarious experience.
Hosted by Uio Board of Student
Activities, Mandel faced a full crowd

on March 13th. The evening got off
to a slow start, beginning nearly an
hour late; however, the wait was
well worth it. Mandel had the audience in stitches from the moment he
stepped on stage.
Before asking for volunteers,
Mandel reassured the crowd about
his act. "All hypnosis is really selfhypnosis," he explained. "These
people will know everything that is
going on, they will be wide awake
Uiey just won't care. And they will
be perfectly safe the whole time
sort of."
A rush of volunteers surged onto
the stage when Mandel asked who
wanted to be hypnotized. In his
opening speech to them, unbeknownst to the audience or the volunteers, he had already started the
hypnosis process. Then, after he
sent back a couple of people who
weren't easily hypnotized, the fun
began.
The first part of the show pri-

...

marily consisted of Mandel taking
die volunteers through a variety of
scenes. They were on a hot beach,
then in the Arctic, then in the desert,
then in a jungle full of bugs when
the volunteers began scratching
themselves fiercely, much to the
delight ofthe audience.
Mandel was careful to cover
every contingency he stipulated
that they were surrounded by "nonallergenic" flowers, diat they were
not to be violent with one another,
Uiat they were not to be sick on the
rollercoaster. (One can only imagine
what previous mishaps prompted
these cautionary measures!)
One of die funniest parts of die
show was the "chair-rearranging"
cue. tvery time Mandel said, "The
chairs are messed up" the volunteers ran around and rearranged
the chairs. They would become
quite incensed if anyone among
them was too slow or clumsy
again, much to the amusement of
-

tlie audience.

audience of doing it. The girl actual-

Jay Wilgar, dubbed the "chair
captain," told an invisible TSN camera, "These are athletes! And anyone who says diey aren't can can
go to hell!"
Mandel also made Leighanne
Dryden forget her name. Whenever
lie put the microphone back in the
stand, she remembered, and
jumped up excitedly but often he
would take it right out again, and
she would look terribly confused
and bewildered.
At one point he alternated
between putting the mike in the
stand and making a scary face
(which he told the volunteers was
tiie worst tiling they'd ever seen) so
she jumped up in excitement, then
screamed in terror and cowered
away.
A different girl was told that
whenever Mandel snapped his fingers twice, she would be pinched,
and would accuse someone in the

ly climbed down off the stage and
started yelling at a woman in the
audience. After the show, when
asked what she remembered, she
exclaimed, "This one lady in the
audience, I don't know how she did
it, she kept pinching me!"
Mandel told the volunteers that
they would not remember anything
that happened until they went into a
washroom.
After the show, one irritated victim (much to the amusement of her
friends) said that she wanted her
money back, because she didn't see
any of it. When told to look at her
watch, she decided that her battery
must be dead.
If you're around next time Mike
Mandel comes to Laurier, make
sure you get a chance to see him.
And, if you're a skeptic, you might
get the chance to get up on stage
and see for yourself how it feels.
Just watch out for those bugs

...

-

-

-

....

This week's
words of wisdom
weekend of whirlpooling and
whiplashing. And when the weekARIES (Mar.2l-Apr.2o)
end is through, ditch the
greater
flexibility
Activities that yield
sucker/suckeress and find a new
thang. Its time to let old hurts die
will be most welcome. Try combining them with higher-intensity and let love be reborn.
VIRGO (Aug.23-Sept.22)
sports, such as the indoor (or outdoor) three-letter activity that we all Stress levels continue to mount it's
love so much. Your partner will time to mount something (or should
appreciate all that stretching you've I say someone) else. Massaging and
done.
stretching is recommended to feel
TAURUS (Apr.2l-May 20)
like your normal self. Conflicts in a
Romance is powerful this week, relationship may not be necessarily
with Venus entering Taurus. The bad they may be a sign that you
New Moon has brought with it decare ready for a deeper level of intilarations of love. Even though your macy.
heart is finally happy, be sure to LIBRA (Sept.23-0ct.22)
remember your friends. Especially if So much to do, so little time... You're
those friends have found themselves constantly on the run trying to meet
in a new, wickedly cool job.
a never-ending list of demands.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
Make sure to complete the tasks
Your drive and ambition may be that you have embarked upon. You
strong, but some competition conmay be unhappy with a partner
headbecause you're dissatisfied with
cerning your main squeeze is
ed your way. Show your sweetie yourself (then again, it may simply
what you're made of make them because your significant other is
cry and keep them coming back for tired ofriding your conceited ass).
a taste ofyour honey.
SCORPIO (0ct.23-N0v.21)
To
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
be satisfied with your intimate
Members of the opposite sex have relationship, take a more assertive
been treating you like dirt for too approach. Let your partner know
long stop the insanity! Your consiswhat you need, and make a special
tent, comforting approach provides effort to elicit their deeper needs too.
the right energy to build a long-term SAGITTARIUS (N0v.22-Dec.2l)
relationship.
There is friction on the homestead.
LEO (July 23-Aug.22)
It's time to resolve differences with
Your emotional balance is out of your living companions and find a
whack it's time to release some new location to do the boogie wootension. Invite an old honey up for a gie.
MADAME ANNA
Cord Entertainment

-

some kind of luscious fruit, anyway).

CAPRICORN (Dec.22-Jan.l9)
You may be especially loving and
open about your feelings, and can
enjoy delightful pleasures with your
partner by showing affection. Your
past has been filled with scum, but
your future looks good. MrTMrs.
Right is headed your way. Dazzle
them with your charm and you will
soon be the apple of their eye (or

AQUARIUS (Jan.2o-Feb.lB)
Watch your spending you're getting carried away. It's also time to
work on your stamina and flexibility.
You have a tendency of becoming
excessively tense during lovemaking, and your partner knows it.
Calm down rabbit boy/chick it
doesn't have to be fast to be sweet.
-

-

PISCES (Feb.l9-Mar.2o)
With a boost in confidence and
excellent outlets to showcase your
abilities, you can move onto the fast
track toward manifesting your
dreams. Romantically, you won't
take no for an answer, but remember that although you may think no
really means yes, the court may
have another idea.
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High-quality shirts. One size fits all.
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transferred to a T-Shirt.
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Babe cute, but not
Oscar material
must be a work of genius, so therefore Mia Sorveno will win (remember Bullets over Broadway?).
Failing that, look for Joan Allen to
win for her portrayal of Pat Nixon.
Best Supporting Actor While
some people (like Gene Siskel) are
looking for Babe to pull an upset in
this category, don't bet on it. Kevin
Spacey deserves this one hands
down. Anyone who has seen The
Usual Suspects knows his incredible
performance as Verbal Kint made
that movie. My runner up has to be
Brad Pitt, whose manic performance in 12 Monkeys proves he has
real talent. As a side note, Pitt and
Spacey shared screen time in Seven,

and in my opinion Spacey owned
those scenes.
Best Actress I will admit that I
have seen very few of these performances. However, Susan Sarandon
has the all important momentum
going into the awards. Failing that,
Meryl Streep has the sentimental
vote.
Elizabeth Shue made an impressive debut in Leaving Las Vegas, but
she has the "she'll be nominated
again because she's young" syndrome that helps people like Martin
l,andau win. Sharon Stone has the
stigma of movies like Basic Instinct
and Sliver hanging over her. It
would be the turnaround of the century if Stone were to win.
Best Actor No deceased person
has won an award since Peter Finch
won for Network in the Best
Supporting Actor category. Peter
Fonda did win for On Golden Pond
when he was in bad health, but that
doesn't count. As everyone knows,
Massimo Troisi was nominated this

vive a bullet will come back even
stronger, and"The Score" does just
that. The two male MC's, Wycleff
and Prakazrel "Pras", prove that
they have true lyrical skills, and they
are backed by the angelic voice of
their female counterpart, Lauryn
Hill. This album is filled with ingenious samples, like "Ready or not",
which borrows from an Enya hymn,

and "Zealots", which takes from the
old fifties tune, "I Only Have Eyes for
You." The Fugees also blend in a
cool remake of Bob Marley's classic,
"No woman, No Cry". The album is
filled with solid beats and incredible
lyrics. There's no doubtd that it will
prove to be one of the best hip hop
albums that we'll see in 1996.
Marc Breithaupt

PRLICTUREE

-

Babe is living it up in tinsel town since he was nominated for
seven Oscars. What has the Academy been smoking?
TOM HRUBES
Cord Entertainment

Every year, thousands of critics publish their "Oscar Picks" after they
finish trashing the Academy for not
nominating their favourite movie.
Most of these lists are published by

fakes and charlatans who actually
know nothing about movies. This is
one of those lists. I'll admit that I
haven't seen all the nominated
movies. I figure
if I haven't seen
it, it's not worth seeing. So there.
Best Supporting Actress This
category is a toss-up. However, it's a
good idea to follow the Woody Allen
rule. If Woody Allen directed it, it
—

-

-

-

year for II Postino (The Postman)
even though he passed away literally hours after filming wrapped. He
may have some of the sentimental
vote, but this year's field is too

impressive. Having said that, he
probably doesn't have a chance in
hell. Look for Oliver Stone for Nixon,
or Tim Robbins for Dead Man

strong for him to win on that alone.
Anthony Hopkins is a contender
every time he is nominated. He
managed to portray Nixon as a
human and not a caricature.
Sean Penn shocked the world by
his acting prowess in Dead Man
Walking. But it's Nicolas Cage's performance as a man who wants to
drink himself to death in Leaving
Las Vegas that will carry the day.
Best Director
Mel Gibson
deserves this one, hands down.
Although many critics scoffed at his
nomination, anyone who has seen
the movie should agree with me.
The immense amount of work that
had to go into preparing those spectacular battle scenes shows his skill
as a director. Combined with his
additional workload as the lead
actor, it makes it that much more

Picture Many people are
calling it a tight field this year, but I
think that there are only a few real
competitors. First of all, The

-

Walking.
Best

-

Postman will not win, period.
Secondly Babe will not win (I hope)
—it's a movie about a talking pig —I
wish critics would stop having wet
dreams about this movie.
My choice is Apollo 13, not
because I think it's the best, but
because Americans love stories
about Americans overcoming
impossible odds. Apollo 13 is just
the sort of backslapping, patriotic
fodder that the Academy eats up
(see Forest Gump).
So there you have my Oscar
picks. Like'em or line your hamster
cage with'em. I don't really think I'll
get many of these right, so don't
make any bets based on this advice.

ear candy
Fugees
The Score

Ruffhouse/Columbia
The Fugees have now released their
highly anticipated follow up album,
'The Score". Their debut effort was
met with mediocre response, where
the trio caught a lot flack for weak
lyrical styles and tired beats. Well,
the saying goes that those who sur-

I

Thursday Nights are

I

Bertha's Attic
Stuff
Independent
Bertha's Attic has always held a special place ill my heart because they
were the first independent band I
have ever reviewed. Now with
many bands under my belt, I've
finally placed my hands on the first
CD release from Berthas Attic. To
say it's good would be an under-

statement. Its very good, verging
on excellent. The boys from the
Attic really shine on their first full
length effort. What I was really surprised at was the quality of the
recording on the CD. Most independent bands can't afford a good studio and it really shows through on
their CD. Bertha's Attic must have
gone full out for this CD because the
quality is close to professional in
sound. Their music is really good
also. Songs like "The Attic",
"Survive", and "Waves" really come
alive off this disc. Their music could
be described as a step between
alternative and rock; to borrow a
phrase from a radio station, "it's not
too hard and not too soft." The only
gripe I have about the CD is that it
just isn't long enough. At eight
songs and just 30 minutes, it ends
before you can really get into it. If
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ear candy continued...
only they had waited until they had
some more songs to round out the
CD. Other than that, I recommend
"Stuff' to you. It's a good CD for the
band's first full length album. Try
it, you'll like it.
Mike Vencel

AARON HUNTER

Cord Entertainment
1. Sonic Youth covers the Simpsons
theme song.
To be included In the episode entitled 'Hoxnerpalooza'.
2. Soundwave.
Still the best trai*sformer.
3. The Waterloo cable disaster of
Sat March 16th.
Somebody at Roger's was evidently
doing a little pre-drinking for St.
Patrick's Day.
4. lauriet's proposed two-tier system.
Why not slash funding to the SBE?
Tm sure it would be a uselul simulation of that 'real world' they're
always going on about
5. Master T sings "WondetwalF on
the Club Monaco All-Request
weekend
Yeah, that'll sell a lot of clothes,
6. The WLUSU volunteer Dinner.
Drink tickets, food, and a hell of a
lot of plaques.
Spring smell
That
7.
Mram,. .peat.
8. Lauder's proposed two-tier system (part two).
But if they cut funding to English,
who will teach the remedial writing
courses to the gibbering, Inarticulate Business 111 students?
9. Extended daylight
Mram. .no vampires until eight

Bad Religion
"The Grey Race"

Atlantic/Warner

Who was it that said, "If it ain't
broke, don't fix it?" I'm sure they
must have had a band like Bad
Religion in mind when they
thought it up. This hard working
punk band is back with what

seems like their hundredth album,
but not much has changed since
they began about one and a half
decades ago. Gone on this album is
Brett Gurewitz, who in the past cowrote a lot of the band's material.
However, frontman Greg Graffin
seems to be able to cope with the
departure. Graffin's gritty vocals
highlight the fifteen furious paced
songs that clock in around thirtyeight minutes in total. Songs such
as "Punk Rock Song", and"The
Streets of America", show that the
band hasn't softened in their opinions about the world. If you liked
any of those other punk bands, buy
this album and find out who they
modelled themselves after.
Sean Moore
Too Short presents.The Dangerous Crew (Don't Try
This at Home.)
Jive Records
"@#s*!?@#s%!*".
You know that angelic-sounding
Gospel music that flows from the
steepled houses of praise in the

Southern States? Well this music is
NOTHING like that. Too Short and
his "Dangerous Crew" are from the
OakTown and they're strapped.
The "Parental Advisory" warning
label should be a bit larger than it
is. As for the actual music, the beat
is not conducive to hundreds of
bodies jammin' on the dance floor.
Instead, picture rollin' down the
strip, chillin' in your 5.0, top down,
bass up, car making more vertical
than horizontal movement, riding
in a pink puddle of ground effects.
"Baby-D", who must be a little
brother to one of the boys form
TBTBT, makes an audio appearance in one song, the only "clean"
one of die album. Too Short's style
hasn't changed a bit in the past 7-8
years. Disappointing? Not necessarily. If you bought any of his
albums since the late 80's and liked
it/them, you may want to check this
one out too.
Laurie Nicholls

Total
Self-Titled

Myth Of Innocence plays at Wilfs
Mar 23
•Lapse is at Wilfs
•Mel Brown is at the Volcano

Pure is at the Bombshelter
•She Stole My Beer is at the
Volcano
March 29
Shannon Lyon Pop Explosion is at
the Volcano
March 30
Skydiggers are at Fed Hall

•

Where To Hang
March 21
Blackwater Trio is at VYllfs
treble charger is at the Volcano
*

•

Mar 22

March

25

Bad Boy Records
If you think that the R&B market is
too saturated with female groups,
than it's nice to know that every
now and then a fresh new group
will come by that will re-affirm
your love of R&B and Hip Hop.
Total may in fact be that group.
The trio, whose voices can easily
stand on their own, combine soulful
lyrics with some of the biggest and
baddest Hip Hop artists and beats.
It includes a track with Da Brat and
a track that everyone will recognize
called "Can't you see" featuring the
well-known Notorious 8.1.G..
Totals' unique sound also includes
an acoustical guitar intro to "Kissin'
You", a track that follows a daring
and provocative interlude which
every woman will love. Their ability to satisfy both R&B and Hip Hop
fans is what makes Total, a total
package.
Tony Sachdev

•

•

Laurier Jazz Cabaret jams in the
Turret
March 28
•

•

.
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"Steamy, playful,
tender
tough,
DiFranco
Ani
is enough to make
you blush."
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(8:30 pm)

(All Ages Show! Everyone Welcome!!)
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across Canada and to Europe
Flights are available one way or return
�)- Valid for up to one year
Very few restrictions
Designed by Travel CUTS exclusively for full-time students

341 Marsland Drive, WATERLOO
Tickets: $15 (students); $17 (others). Available in
Waterloo at Readers Ink Bookstore
(140 University Ave. W.),

Revolution (886-7777)

&

in Guelph at Looney Tunes.

PHONE ORDERS: 886-2375
(Mon.

-

Sat., 10am

-

1:30 pm)

WEB: http://www.senfex.net/ ~mja

CUTS
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Student Union Building,
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Wilfrid Laurier University
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Owned and operated by the Canadian Federation of Students
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House for rent Available Sept 96.5
bedroom house. Great uptown
Waterloo location. Parking for 4, 1
year lease $1295/ month. 570-2640
or 888-7377

end of May. James or Mark 5742064 or pager 241-2985.

signing bonus in effect.

-

COME OUT TO THE YOUNG LIBERALS ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING MARCH 27th. Executive positions available. Contact Ryan @
725-9173.

Wanted: 3 bedroom sublet for Sept.
96 Dec 96. Must be walking distance to WLU. Please Call Christine
-

THE REALITY OF PROGRES-

510N... Join the Young Liberals
today! Call Ryan 725-9173
@

Roomate wanted, male or female
at 57 Bricker for next fall and winter. $3(XVmonth call Matt Schnarr

884-7399
SOCCER
Coaches and assistant coaches are
needed for teams in all age groups.
For more information, about these
volunteer positions, please call
Waterloo Minor Soccer at 578-9680.

House for rent Available Sept 96. 5
bedroom house in quiet Lakeshore
area. Garage, parking, huge family
room, 1 year lease $1295/month.
725-8772 or 888-7377
-

WANTED

Furnished house for rent. For 5 students, 2 bathrooms, rec and laundry
rooms, 10 mins walk from WLU.
Excellent condition. Garage and
parking. $1400 per month plus utilities. Available Sept 1, call 746-7928
after 6 p.m.

3 bedroom apartment to sublet.
May-Aug $175 ea/negotiable. 5-7
minute
walk
to
WLU.
Qean/secure/semi-furnished. More
info contact: Jane, Megan, Audrey

[U|i

rUI IVdlli
Furnished house for Rent. Available
May 1, for one year. 6 bedrooms, 2
kitchens, 2 bathrooms, living, laundry rooms, extras, 10 minutes from
WLU $1500 per month plus utilities. 746-7928.

House for rent 4 or 5 bedrooms.
Available Sept 96, Iyr lease. 295
inclusive.. Washer and dryer included. Call Joe at 888-4567 ext 5693
untils. After 5ca11742-9562.

1- 5 bedroom house available May
96 Aug 96. $195 all inclusive.. Call
Joe at 888-4567 ext 5693 until 5.
After 5 call 742-9562.
-

4 month lease, 4 students, Jan 1
April 31'97. Free cable, many
extras, dishes, BBQ, video, close to
university 886-0672.

Two rooms in a four bedroom
house. Females Preferred. Big yard,
parking, AC, Laundry Call Craig for
mor information 747-3925.
House for rent: 243 Hemlock,s
Bedroom house, 4 bedroom house,
1 minute from WLU 10 minute from
Uof W. Laundry Facilities available,
12 or 16 month lease from May Ist.
$325 plus utilities. Call Chris 1-800844-7906 or Craig 747-3925.

Closer than Ezra! This house is
the third one from King St. (on
Marshall) across from the Science
Bldg. 3 bedrooms available, dishwasher, backyard, laundry facilities. Rent is negotiable. Call
Kerrie, Sue or Rochelle 886-1705.

@725-9437.

3 bedroom house for rent, laundry,
parking, just steps to University,
May to May lease Utilities included,
call James or Mark at 574-2064 or
Pager 241-2985. Special Incredible

of varnish

-

5 bedroom house but will rent to
groups of 4or 5 people. May to May

lease. Special Incredible Signing
Bonus. House is well kept. Call
soon as special offer expires at the

Ch-oFd

know it.

Jo"11 Piay

clean

Hk6

-

freelance writer and language
teacher. Student rates. Call Yoke
Kennedy at 748-2838.

a

B
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9562.
Free, Free, Free!
Free heat

,

hydro, cable. 3 large

bedrooms in furnished house. Less
than 10 minute walk to WLU.
Parking for 2 cars. $325 for school
months. $225 summer months.
885-1171.
House for rent 5 bedrooms, available May 1 Great location, laundry,
must be seen! $275/month each. 1905-735-7846 for more info.
-

One 3 bedroom, equipped kitchen.
$325
free laundry
per person per month. Utilities
included in rent. 1 year lease May
1/96. Call 416-491-1370
-

Com flfO Afiftiyyl
JCIVIWJ v/lldwU

Experienced Tlitor available in
Calculus, Math, Physics 886-2928.
For all your research and writing
needs.. We offer proofreading, editn g. fiction and essays, custom

Summer Jobs
Applications are now being accepted for summer jobs on cruise ships,
airlines, and resorts. No experience
necessary. For more information
send $2 and a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: World Wide
Travel Club 6021 Young Street,
Suite 1040 Toronto, Ontario M2M
3W2
Progressive Student Painting Co.
(Located in Mississauga, Ontario)
Currently seeking Applications for:

Junior/Intermediate Accountant

(Full-Time Position)Process Fin
Stmts for 6 div's, A/P and subledger,
Cash Reports, Bank Recs, Gen.
Admin Duties. 2nd yr CGACMA, 1-2
yrs experience preferred. Salary:
$27-30K (depending on experience).

Professional
Environment!!
Deadline Oriented!! Must be able to
work independently!! Fax resumes,
including salary expectations, to:
905-564-2370; Attn: Controller.

Airline jobs! Now hiring! $10-25 per
hour. All positions, both skilled and
unskilled. Excellent pay/benefits.
Call 1-504-429-9229 ext. 108-UAI2.

'
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It's a classic.

rUTFIt) 16 3

Editing, Wordprocessing and desktop publishing by experienced

Sire it a second glance.
**

\torn

bedroom house in Great
Condition, close to everything,
Grocery Store, Variety Store, Beer
Store, Etc. Washer/Dryer (not coin
operated). Gas Heated House.
Cheap Bills, Very reasonable rent.
may April. Call Joe Days: 8884567 ex. 5693 or Evenings: 7425

-

wouldn't
But you

-

-

HELP!!! My roomate is graduating
but, I don't want to move! GREAT
DEAL!!! 8 MONTH LEASE!!!
$340/month. September to April.
Includes: heat, hydro and cable,
Laundry and parking 10-15 min to
WLU. One room available in a two
bedroom apartment. For an easy
going male or female, non-smoker.
Call Ali 884-4964.

-

INNOVATIVE MINDS FOR AN
INNOVATIVE FUTURE.
Join the Young Liberals
Call Ryan @ 725-9173

SUBLET 5 minutes from campus.
Maintenance -free Pool!! A must see
Call Larry or Dru 886-2015.

Ezra. May September. Reasonable
price Call Krista at 883-9556.
-

or Jenn at 725-2384 or Erin at

884-0083

2 rooms available in a house on

drafts available, quality guaranteed.
Call anytime, Intrinsic Productions,
1-800-516-9929.

'
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Without Feathers
As my graduation from WLU draws nearer, future prospects are dim. The
monastery denied my application, citing a hiring freeze and my inability to prove that I am the reincarnation of Buddha. I should have left
that part out of the resume.
It now appears my destiny lies with the Ontario government's new
Workfare Program. If all goes well, I'll be usurping a job from someRumour has it there
one in the private sector by the end of the year.
Identifying
with
colourful
provided,
logos like
be
uniforms
ritzy
will
"Dignity?
Dignity?"
"Subhuman",
and
What
I'll have a
"Workfare Bum",
(which
I need anyway) and if I'm fortunate, I'll be chained
new jacket
at the ankles with chaps who won't anally rape me.
Of course, while on the Workfare Program I'll need a second job to
make my OSAP payments.

The worst part of privation will be losing the services of Franz as
don't
suppose he is amenable to serving me for free.
I
I cannot recall what it is like to do one's own laundry, shopping,
the boiling water or the spaghetti?
and vacuuming. What goes first
Do people really survive without servants? Do
I am so worried.
authors exist without readers? Do birds fly without feathers?
-

Anton

denial
I'm sorry to burst your bubble.
i know you don't want tot deal with this.
i know you want your routine back.
sweep it under the rug?
no, sorry, not this time.
pardon?
he's not really violent?
he Is.
he hurt her.
he violated her trust.
he abused his power to control, to dominate.

I know he admitted he was wrong.
that's the first step to seeking help.
to becoming healthy.
is that not what you want for him? For her?
no, she didn't "bring it on."
no, it's not her confrontational personality.
where are the bruises, you say?
listen to her words, look Into her heart.
you will find the bruises.

Volcansek

Site-ings
No Crash (even though I'm trying to multitask)
Connect time: 22:34:08
Wieght loss: Visible
Stomach: Incessant grumbling
Thoughts: Connected for almost an entire day. Can it get any better?
Flatland: Eudora, Spider Mosaic. Cuteftp 1.4 Final Beta 7
Selected: Eudora
Mail: From grazzt: Have you figured out who Mr.J-dcc was?
Reply: Not yet, the file was corrupted, the only thing I got out of it
was a URL...
Select: Spider Mosaic
Open URL: http://www.virtualbar.com/prlvate/Mr.Johnson's_table
View: An image of a suit, sitting at a table.
Thoughts: Great, I've gotten myself involved with a fixer.
Text: gorfelgug, initiate a talk with me at 22.03.96, 00:00:OOh
Thoughts: Damn, this guy's methodical...
Select: Cuteftp 1.4 Final Beta 7
Connected to Site: 142.100.98.7
Binary transfer: /0319/wlogo9B.zip
Thoughts: If I'm going to go through with this meet, I'll need to be
prepared.
S.Lidkea

With Thoughts
Of You
I thought of
When the sun
I thought of
As I saw the

you this morning when the wind blew softly by,
shone down with laughter from a clear and endless sky.
you this morning as I heard the Robin sing.
grasses painted green, as I shook the hand of spring.

And as I worshipped God in song I thought of you once more,
Of friendship strong between us that'll last for evermore.
With loved ones all around me. my life was ecstasy
And then again I thought of you and missed your company.

what should you do?
what is your role?
understandlng.
understanding each other, understand the victims, have them
understand you, be a support system, learn about violence, learn afc
denial.
what's that you say?
you just want everything back to normal?
you just wish she would stop making everything bigger than it 1s?
do you mean ignoring the problem?
not understanding violence?
not comprehending the abuse of power?
ignoring the obvious while it manifests and hovers 11ke a storm
cloud ready to burst?
until when?
until it occurs again?
until he loses control of his anger, and vents through violence?
until the cloud bursts, the thunder rolls and lightning strikes?
until you can see the bruises?
until the bruises are tangible?
no, sorry, not this time, not this time.
an observer of violence and denial

Ebb and Flow
Staff describing an arc
definite.
Imperfect, shifting
Defended staunchly with words
Inaction, denial.
My arms reach without
To touch, to caress another.
clutch myself
Only to recoil
Behind fluid walls.
-

-

-

Darkness. My world
known.
Intimately hidden
Every feature mine
Suffused with
Soulful solitude.
-

I thought of you this morning while visiting with friends
And then I took a pleasant walk and thought of you again.
They say that pleasant memories will never disappear
And so I often think of you and the friendship I hold dear.

Light, guileless intruder,
Exposing cracks in the
cltadel.
A beam rests on my pupil.
Shrinking, squinting, I approach
And again look out
Searching for the source.
Beckoned by the promise of what 1s unknown.

Jamie W.L Hill

Jason Ricci

-
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Health Canada advises that smoking
is addictive and causes lung cancer,
emphysema and heart disease.
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